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What is CraftsmanshipSM?

To be crafted is to meet exacting standards.

It’s the human touch that combines art and science to create 
something unique.

We tend to think about craftmanship in terms of physical things: 
fine wine, classic cars, custom furniture and iconic stuctures. 

But what about the underwriting of insurance to craft protection 
for your unique and valuable things? And the service behind that 
coverage when you need it most - like claims and loss prevention?

For your business.

Your employees.

Your home.

The people you love.

Things that need a particular kind of protection and service. 

The kind Chubb provides.

Not just coverage. Craftsmanship. 

 Not just insured.

SM
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The Insurance Apprentice has, for a sixth year in 
a row, taken the industry by storm and made 
for some great conversations. From the tasks 
and judges, to the contestants taking part in the 

competition, and the viewers watching the final product, it 
is always exciting to see how TIA changes lives and people’s 
perceptions of the insurance industry every year.

This year we took it up a notch… the 2020 instalment 
started off on an exciting note when it was revealed that 
Letlhogonolo Tau, Manager of Business Development 
at Santam, would be playing a very important role in 
#TIA2020. Tau, our TIA2020 host, indulged viewers in some 
interesting tit-bits and behind the scenes scoop… 

It was then revealed that there would be nine instead of 
eight apprentices taking part in the 2020 series… something 
that has never happened before. This on its own, added 
a whole new dynamic to the competition. Once episodes 
started to air, viewers also got to see a change to the format 
of some of the tasks. Going from boardroom style, one of 
the tasks saw a hot debate with some heated audience 
engagement, while another took place in a completely 
different environment.

The journey was exciting because there were so many 
surprising elements added to the mix and I am grateful to 
say that we have the best sponsors who go all the way and 
commit to this 100%. Thank you to each sponsor, to each 
person and to each company who shares this passion with me. 

Awesome prizes…
The winner of The Insurance Apprentice won a trip to Lloyds 
of London, sponsored by Lloyds of London, a R75 000 
bursary, sponsored by INSETA, a R20 000 cash prize, 

sponsored by the Graduate Institute of Financial Sciences 
(GIFS), a R10 000 cash prize, sponsored by Tracker and an 
Apple watch, sponsored by Genasys Technologies. The runner 
up won a bursary from GIFS worth R27 500 and a prize 
sponsored by CIB. Third place also received a bursary from 
GIFS worth R27 500. Two apprentices also received prizes 
sponsored by Liberty and Innosys.

Basetsana Nkoane also walked away R20 000 richer, thanks to 
Constantia Insurance and the #Superfan competition!

Applications open for series seven
On another exciting note, planning and masterminding of 
series seven has already started. For those that want to apply, 
the requirements are that you have to be younger than 35, 
in the short term insurance industry (any part of it) for more 
than four years, and preferably hold some form of short term 
insurance studies or qualification - https://bit.ly/2U9ngk7. 
Applications close 31 August 2020. Before submitting your 
application, remember to read the terms and conditions.

Taking part
In this edition you can read about the participants, the 
winner and the trip he will be going on. If you have not seen 
the episodes yet, we have given you the QR code for each 
episode so that you can find it easy. If you are consider-
ing entering, this will convince you. If you are still in school 
or studying, this will convince you to look for a job in our 
wonderful insurance industry. 

It has been an exciting journey and one that FAnews and The 
Insurance Apprentice team is especially proud to have been 
creators of. The exciting news is that The Insurance Appren-
tice 2021 is open - we hope that you will enter for the next 
round.  

Out with the old, 

in with the new…

For FAnews, a new year brings with it the 
For FAnews, a new year brings with it the 

excitement of filming yet another magnifi-
excitement of filming yet another magnifi-

cent season of The Insurance Apprentice. 
cent season of The Insurance Apprentice. 

3
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FAnews spoke to Kgaladi about the competition and how he 
feels about winning the title of The Insurance Apprentice 2020. 

You’ve won! Congratulations!
Thank you. I am excited and emotionally overwhelmed. Seeing 
so much support from friends, family, colleagues past and 
present was just an immense feeling. It made me realise how 
fortunate I am to be surrounded by so many amazing people.

QWhat is the biggest lesson you take away from the 
competition?

The ability to interact and learn from such an amazing group 
of individuals, each one being so unique in their own right. 
The diversity in thought and approach will be something I take 
with me for a long time because we need to realise that there 
is no one approach to solving problems and hence putting our 
heads together will hopefully deliver a much better solution to 
the challenges in society and the industry as a whole.

QFilming week… is at as tough as it looks?
It was extremely tough, a rollercoaster of a ride with 

so many ups and downs, laughs, tears and uncertainty 
about what the next task would be or who was going home. 
However, in hindsight the relationships and bonds formed, 
make it all so worth it.

QWhat kept you going?
The ability to reflect and understand that the feedback 

obtained is only to make one better and not a reflection of 
who I am as an individual. I therefore used any source of 
difficulty as motivation to come back stronger and prove to 
myself that I can actually do it. I compete against myself and if 
I have become a better version of who I was when coming into 
anything, I am then happy and it is that self-actualisation that 
allowed me to keep calm and take each day as it arose.

QWhy did you apply?
I had recently started my MBA studies and hence a 

keen interest to test and apply the studies to date. I am also 
passionate about self-development and the development of 
others and I therefore felt that this platform would provide 
me with an opportunity to stretch and grow myself especially 
around having to put myself out there while also serving as a 
source of motivation and inspiration to many other students to 
show them that the sky is the limit and they can really achieve 
whatever they set their mind to. Lastly, I firmly believe that 
actuaries can apply themselves in any situation and I wanted 
to be an ambassador for the South African Actuaries Develop-
ment Programme and profession in general to highlight that 
we can apply ourselves even in commercial roles and are not 

merely number crunchers, thus emphasising that we and in 
fact no one should limit their scope. 

QYou have lived the experience… say you could give 
yourself advice going into the competition based on what 

you now know?
Do not try to solve every problem thrown your way, use the 
Pareto principle which states that roughly 80% of the effects 
come from 20% of the causes. Therefore, identify what the 
high impact elements of the task are and master those in the 
allocated time to thus have an impactful pitch to the judges.

QWhy is this competition good for the industry?
Various industries are where they are because they have 

an ability to lure candidates because of the way they position 
themselves as top of mind with respect to career prospects 
and TIA serves as that competitive advantage for the industry. 
Unearthing sometimes hidden talent within the industry itself 
also bodes well for the leadership succession of the industry 
and lastly, there are some truly workable ideas emerging from 
this competition which will only serve to improve our industry.

QAny advice to those who are considering applying?
Just be the best and most genuine version of yourself, be 

able to distil large amounts of information in a short space of 
time while delivering the outputs in a concise and impactful 
manner and most importantly have fun! As this may be the 
one and only chance of being in a reality show. l

Series six of The Insurance Apprentice (TIA) 

Series six of The Insurance Apprentice (TIA) 

ended on a high note as Amogelang Kgaladi 

ended on a high note as Amogelang Kgaladi 

(Corporate Actuarial at FNB Short-term) was 

(Corporate Actuarial at FNB Short-term) was 

announced as the winner at an Online Live 

announced as the winner at an Online Live 

event streamed on Facebook and YouTube. 

event streamed on Facebook and YouTube. 

#TIA2020…
 

what a jo
urney!
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As South Africa’s leading short-term insurer, Santam understands the value of investing in 
people with potential. Our Graduate Programme is an opportunity for exceptional talent 
to kick-start their careers. If you are ready to make an impact, visit www.santam.co.za. 
Santam. Insurance good and proper.

Make your mark 
by joining the insurer 
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Have fun, build relationships and learn
The experience of the competition can be described in one word: breathtaking. It really 
required one to show up every single day. The relationships that were formed will also 
always be cherished. From a personal viewpoint, the competition stretched me to 
become a better version of myself. The tasks were challenging but also provided real 
time simulations of the challenges that the industry faces and hence deriving solutions 
to solve these. 

I learned about the need to be flexible and amendable, which was required on a daily 
basis, through having to come out of one’s comfort zone. I also learnt the importance 
of distilling key messages from a wide variety of sources and delivering it in a key and 
concise manner. As much as it’s a competition, it’s also a once in a lifetime experience. 
If you enter, have fun, build relationships and learn. 

Amogelang Kgaladi 
Head of Corporate Actuarial
FNB Insure

Life happens
I think it’s natural to have an expectation of what you think this show is about after 
having watched some episodes from previous seasons, but the reality is that it is a very 
different experience. The competition itself is tough. Even though the competition was 
fun, there were real-life simulated tasks and so the experiences that you get out of it 
are also real-life 
learnings. 

I think the biggest life lesson that I got from this is that “life happens”. What I mean 
is that no matter how hard you try sometimes things just don’t work out the way you 
want and that’s okay. We must keep embracing the challenge, work hard and adapt to 
uncomfortable situations in order to try our best. Only after we do that can we learn 
how to cut ourselves some “slack” and accept that we are all just human beings. 
I would encourage aspiring insurance professionals to enter this competition because 
there is nothing like it. This is a truly South African platform to build your professional 
profile. The exposure is also incredible. We had many opportunities to meet senior 
executives from a variety of different stakeholders in the insurance industry and we 
conversed with him on a unique level. We also had exposure to a variety of different 
areas of insurance and related work. There is nothing to lose by participating! 
Just be yourself. 

JP Ellis 
Senior Legal & Claims Manager
EthiQal Medical Risk Protection
Constantia Insurance

Having wrapped up another successful season of The Insurance 
Apprentice, the apprentices highlight what they thought about the Apprentice, the apprentices highlight what they thought about the 
2020 competition and share a bit more about their experience.2020 competition and share a bit more about their experience.

Having wrapped up another successful season of The InsuranceHaving wrapped up another successful season of The Insurance

TIA2020… a phenomenal 

experience
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Broaden your horizon
The Insurance Apprentice is an excellent platform to showcase young talent 
in the insurance sector. I have learned to be resilient, and through what I 
have witnessed with other contestants, people really fight to make a mark. 
I hope that South Africa can start recognizing its own talent and giving the 
hardworking people of this country an opportunity. 

For those that are considering entering, win or lose, the experience is all 
worth it and meeting like-minded people will broaden your horizon in the 
industry. The opportunity to also meet many high profile members of the 
industry is incomparable. Enter this competition to experience a life chang-
ing experience. 

Kanchaal Mahabeer 
Key Individual 
Power Brokers and Financial Services

An experience you will never regret
I severely underestimated the emotional aspect of the competition; I 
experienced the best and worst parts of myself. The pressure is intense and 
not to be underestimated. I started filming week exhausted and emotion-
ally drained from preparing for year end and quarter end, this in retrospect 
disadvantaged me greatly. I found myself at one of my lowest points and 
had to find a way of coming out of that despite the pressure. I am very 
proud that I turned my vulnerabilities into strengths. 

I was surprised by my own resilience. There was a time when I felt my only 
option was to quit, by holding on just a little longer a world of options 
opened up. In future, no matter how dire the circumstances I face, I will 
hold on just a little longer.

Ultimately, it stopped being a competition and became more about personal 
growth. Why would I encourage others to enter the competition? Because it 
is cheaper than going to Tibet to discover the different layers that make you 
who you are. It also has the added advantage of building your professional 
brand in the insurance industry you are unlikely to get anywhere else. It is 
an experience you will never regret.

Memory Zimba
Actuarial Manager
Centriq

W    
We offer:
• Online CPD Approved content
• Regulatory Training: Planning and implementation
• Online system for CPD Event administration and PST & CPD content
• Full Fit & Proper consultation service

Official 

TIA CPD partner

For more information, contact Charmaine Koch
charmaine@acdevelop.co.za - www.acdevelop.co.za
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It’s ok to put yourself out there
The Insurance Apprentice is everything I had imagined the experience to be, and 
more. From the first day, you are placed in a fast paced, fast thinking environment, 
and you have to show up as the best version of yourself each day.

The Insurance Apprentice is an opportunity for you to engage with individuals from 
different facets of the industry. It gives you an “aha” moment every day. You learn 
something new every day, are placed out of your comfort zone and are forced to rise 
to the challenge. 
 
Allow yourself the opportunity to be part of a platform that showcases your talent. 
When you are nervous, uncomfortable and not sure of yourself, those are the 
moments in which you learn and grow. Appreciate those moments and do not 
discredit the experience. It is ok to put yourself out there, regardless of your fears. 
To not always get it right the first time is fine, the important thing is to rise up, dust 
yourself off and keep trying.

Nabeelah Maharaj
Team Manager: Commercial Processing Centre
Santam

The competition superseded my expectations
Words cannot accurately explain the emotional rollercoaster one experiences on the 
show. I had high expectations to work hard and have fun, however, the actual compe-
tition superseded my expectations even still. I feel like I grew overnight, as I did not 
expect the competition to hit so hard. However, I am most glad that I went through it 
all. I got the opportunity of a lifetime and I am forever grateful. This type of competi-
tion is truly different.

There is always room for growth. Put your best thinking cap on. It is tough yes, but 
you can be tougher, or you can at least learn to become tougher. Trust yourself and be 
a team player.

You get to experience an opportunity of a lifetime. You are exposed to amazing 
people whether it be the great judges or the amazing folks behind-the-scenes. You 
push yourself to win which gives you fresh excitement for the field and hey, you get 
to be on TV! The best part of the competition was making it in the first place. There 
were so many contestants who had tried out and I happened to be chosen. That will 
forever be a highlight to me. 

Sebastian Andre Reddy
Regional Personal Lines Service Consultant
Old Mutual Insure

Outside my comfort zone
This has definitely been one of the hardest things I have ever done in my life. It’s one 
thing to prepare a presentation and present it to an industry expert but to have just 
two hours to do that, and also have to research a topic that you might not even be 
familiar with, is extremely challenging. 

Nothing can really fully prepare you for this experience but the strategy that I took 
into the competition was to take it one task at a time, be open minded and to trust 
myself. This platform has definitely pushed me outside my comfort zone, and it 
showed me that if you put your mind and energy into something believe you me, 
anything is possible. 
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An Aon Expert Broker

BY YOUR SIDE
We believe in the future. We believe in 
being part of something bigger. 
Through leveraging expertise and advice in risk management 
and insurance solutions, we are committed to helping you 
and your business thrive.  Manage your risk and insurance 
solutions head-on with an Aon Expert Broker By Your Side.

HOUSEHOLD & MOTOR  |  BUSINESS  |  HEALTH
RETIREMENT  |   REINSURANCE

0860 100 404  |  www.aon.co.za

Aon South Africa (Pty) Ltd, an Authorised Financial Services Provider, FSP # 20555
Aon Re Africa (Pty) Ltd, an Authorised Financial Services Provider, FSP # 20658
Aon Limpopo (Pty) Ltd, an Authorised Finncial Services Provider, FSP # 12339
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One experience that I take away from the competition is to always be true to 
yourself. Even when the pressure gets unbearable, do not let it control you, be in 
charge and be open minded. 

I am of the opinion that no textbook would ever teach you so much valuable 
information and also let you put it into practice all in one week! We work in such 
an amazing industry that’s filled with lots of opportunities and if you want to 
experience these opportunities and build your brand while doing it, then I urge 
you to enter. The best part of the competition for me was when we were receiv-
ing feedback from the industry experts. This for me is where I was expanding my 
knowledge in all aspects of the insurance industry. In my daily job, I would have 
never been exposed to some of these areas. 

Siphamandla Dube
Business Analyst 
Hollard Insure

Success in whatever you do
I thought The Insurance Apprentice competition was an amazing opportunity for 
any young individual to be exposed to such a diverse range of fields in the insur-
ance industry… much more than I ever expected. Having said that, I am proud of 
reaching the top nine and would encourage all young dynamic people looking to 
grow within the industry to enter the competition. 

The opportunity is a once in a lifetime to attain massive exposure in the industry 
and surely this will lead to growth. There are many ways to be innovative and you 
need to put yourself out there and believe in the success of whatever you do.
If you looking to develop yourself and grow as a person, then this competition is a 
definite must.

Yaseen Essop
Commercial Underwriter 
RBS Insurance Brokers 

An opportunity of a lifetime
The Insurance Apprentice was an amazing experience and it is a brilliant competi-
tion overall.

This is an opportunity of a lifetime where one gets to learn, network, build 
themselves and get great exposure for their career.

For those that are considering entering the competition, be emotionally strong, 
take each day and each task with a fresh new mindset, take the constructive criti-
cism positively, be mindful of the comments made to your fellow contestants, do 
not burn bridges because you could be making friends for life. And lastly, network 
and build your brand.

Vicky Sebothoma 
Broker Assistant 
Aon Re Africa
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#TIA2020 judges 

share their thoughts

This is for achievers
The Insurance Apprentice has become a household name and serves as a flagship programme for 
inspiring and promoting career development. 

If you are that person that spent your whole life competing and determined to get 
whatever you set your mind on achieving, then this is for you.  The Insurance Appren-
tice is a life-changing journey for everyone who enters the programme. Win or lose, 
the exposure to the apprentices’ personal portfolio when they enter this programme is 
extremely impactful, especially when you are still in the game five episodes later. It is for 
this reason that every aspiring young person should be flocking to the FAnews, to submit 
their applications to join the next Insurance Apprentice program.

The Insurance Apprentice continues to reach new heights with every season, due to the 
partnerships forged and showcasing the highest calibre of ambitious talented individuals 
who form a strong foundation for this sector.

Adeline Singh
Skills Planning Manager & Head of Research
Inseta

A no-brainer
This year the competitors were of an extremely high quality. The scores were 
relatively close making deciding who to send through to the next round, very diffi-
cult. The complexity of the tasks was also incredible this year. Very challenging.

Anyone who wants to challenge themselves and wishes to test their wits against the 
best in the industry should enter. If you’re an ambitious person who is passionate 
about the industry, it’s really a no-brainer.

Simon Colman
Executive Head: Digital Distribution
SHA Risk Specialists

All of the judges of The Insurance Apprentice 2020 
All of the judges of The Insurance Apprentice 2020 

did a phenomenal job in acting as mentors and judges 
did a phenomenal job in acting as mentors and judges 

in their various tasks. The judges gave us some insight 
in their various tasks. The judges gave us some insight 

into what they thought about this year’s competition.
into what they thought about this year’s competition.

13
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Progressing to world-class standards
Innovation Group has been a proud supporter and sponsor of The Insurance Apprentice for a 
number of years, and year-on-year the quality of the show improves in leaps and bounds.  The 
initiative is notably progressing to world-class standards! 

The one thing that stood out above all others, is the spectator value created which 
keeps you sitting on the edge of your seat and engaged in the show waiting in antici-
pation for the next episode.

The Insurance Apprentice provides a platform for not only the incredible industry 
we operate in to be showcased, but each contestant to showcase their skills and 
resilience in a competitive and challenging industry.  It does not matter the type of 
personality you have - if you are hungry to learn; eager to be exposed to the wider 
industry and have the skills to show off, then this is the platform to help you boost 
your own personal brand.

Personal brand plays a critical role in one’s career and often, due to different personalities, talent is 
never recognised because it is never exposed beyond the immediate work environment.  

Catherine Naidoo
Executive: Product, Underwriting, Pricing
Innovation Group

Be exciting, engaging, and stimulating 
The Insurance Apprentice gives contestants the opportunity to interact and network with 
industry leaders within the broader short term insurance industry, which is something that 
many young people in our industry do not often get the chance to do. 
 
From an Emerald perspective, we are passionate about growing our talent, not only 
through formal education and skills programmes, but also through more informal 
mentorship programmes and internal knowledge and skills transfer. The Insurance 
Apprentice aligns to this thinking of holistic growth of an individual, and it is why we 
love to be involved.
 
What better way to attract young talent to our industry by showing them that a 
career in insurance can be exciting, engaging, and stimulating.
 
Carla Jordan
Chief Financial Officer
Senior Executive Officer: International Business
Emerald Africa
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TIA goes to the next level every year 
Once again, The Insurance Apprentice took things to the next level, from the produc-
tion and tasks to the talent.  The continuous improvement takes it from a good industry 
initiative to real entertainment. This will drive viewership and traction, which means 
even more exposure for the apprentices and more exposure for the sector as a whole.  

Young people should enter The Insurance Apprentice because it exposes young talent 
to the very wide nature of the industry, and all of the options and opportunities in it. 
It also lets the industry know who these young individuals are, and this is invaluable in 
building a career. 

Caroline Da Silva
Divisional Executive Regulatory Policy 
Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA

The passion of the insurance industry
I have been a guest judge for three years, and I still enjoy the interactions with everyone involved. 
Emerald’s task this year, and indeed the entire day filming was very different, as you will see 
from the episode when you watch it. The apprentices looked nervous when they arrived at the 
Fire Protection Association of Southern Africa (FPASA) College in Boksburg, and the 
challenges that were set for them were both physical and thought provoking. I think 
that the sponsor tasks took things to the next level this year.

Having only met the last four apprentices of the 2020 season, I could see that they had 
had a grueling week already. They were motivated in their quest for success, in the 
competition. 

The passion of the insurance industry is what ensures the success of The Insurance 
Apprentice. From sponsors, to judges; it is about sharing experience and knowledge. It 
is about passing the torch and mentoring young people to be who they are.
 
I think that The Insurance Apprentice is a prime example of how you can learn about yourself and 
others, and hopefully it teaches the apprentice the importance of emotional intelligence, and 
communication skills.

Chris Potter
Portfolio Executive
Emerald Africa
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The brilliance that our industry has to offer
TIA 2020 is a stellar effort from everyone who has been involved. As early as the elimination 
rounds it was clear that the quality of entrants is the highest it has ever been. The sponsors really 
outdid themselves with setting challenging tasks that demanded everything from the Apprentices 
and ensured another great installment of the competition. 

I thoroughly enjoyed being witness to the brilliance that our industry has to offer. 
The competition gets better and stiffer every year purely due to the quality of the 
contestants; it was awe-inspiring to rub shoulders with the bright minds of this year’s 
top nine. 

The Insurance Apprentice has demonstrated immeasurable value to the industry, 
making it the household name that it is today. It addresses critical industry issues 
such as the generational skills gap and brings together captains of industry together 
with the best young minds to provide solutions to our real-life challenges. 
TIA is the premier platform for young people in all pockets of the industry to bench-
mark themselves against their peers and showcase their skills. The intensity of the 
accelerated learning experience will leave them forever changed and elevate their careers onto a 
whole new trajectory. Young people should enter because nothing like it exists, and the relation-
ships and exposure gained opens one up to incredible opportunities long after the competition 
has ended. 

Nox Dlamini 
Managing Director (winner of TIA2018)
XonRisk

Paving the way for future leaders
The Insurance Apprentice 2020 brought out incredibly high caliber and technically proficient 
candidates, which speaks for me to the progressive impact the series has made in the industry 
among young risk management and insurance professionals over its past five seasons. 

This years’ candidates set the bar high and are paving the way for future insurance and risk 
management leaders.

The Apprentice provides a unique platform for rising insurance and risk profession-
als to showcase and further develop their skills, share the knowledge and build 
on their business acumen. Candidates are put through their paces and asked to 
provide solutions against real-time insurance and risk scenarios. These situations 
test the candidate’s know-how and ability to react and lead in challenging board 
room type situations. This enables candidates to become much more resilient than 
their peers. Candidates benefit from the expertise and wisdom from the judges, 
industry leaders.  

I would caution to always challenge the status quo, and to constantly evaluate 
whether you are reverting to your comfort zone.  This industry is changing rapidly, and we can 
no longer rely on past experience to be relevant in future.  We need to lead our clients through 
this rapidly changing risk landscape.

Gert Wahl
Client and Markets Officer, Client Advisory Services
Marsh Africa
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Raised the bar
I love the new format the show has taken with Tau joining. The level of engage-
ment has taken a new dimension which I found positive.

The Insurance Apprentice is an ideal opportunity for young talent to expose 
themselves to all areas of insurance outside of their allotted function in their 
organization. It gives them a platform to showcase their talent and harness their 
skills and it is great exposure for their overall career.

With each year the caliber of candidates has raised the bar. The twists in the 
series annually keeps it interesting.

Fareedah Benjamin
Executive Manager: Insurance Operations 
Sasria

We build,  
You own, 

We upgrade. 

With tried-and-trusted modules for insurance and deep 
software expertise, we customise a solution for your business. 

No annual licence or per-user fees.
Built for your business, uniquely yours.

Improvements and updates. We evolve your 
software to match your business needs. 

info@innosys.co.za +27 11 532-8300

INSURANCE SOFTWARE

@InnosysZA
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Shaping the future of the industry
I truly believe that all future leaders within the insurance and risk management industry should 
participate in The Insurance Apprentice. It really should be a mandatory “training intervention” for all 
high-performing young talent who are serious about shaping the future of the industry. The Insurance 
Apprentice challenges you, shapes you, and as a young industry player, gives you amazing 
exposure at a young age.  

We talk about “safe spaces” all the time, but in reality, there aren’t that many safe 
spaces as it relates to your career. The Insurance Apprentice is one such opportunity 
to challenge yourself in a safe space, upend your traditional ways of thinking, force  
you to collaborate with other industry professionals, and which allows you to ideate 
around topics that you wouldn’t normally be exposed to. The challenges dreamt up by 
the Apprentice team and the sponsors really gives you a ‘platform to play’ - we should 
trademark that! 

I think the intense amount of planning that has gone into this sixth series, whilst incorpo-
rating lessons learned from previous series, will really reflect in the quality of content in the sixth series.

Peter Links   
Vice President, Strategic Risk Consulting
Marsh Africa

Our future insurance leaders
I believe The Insurance Apprentice contributes significantly to the growth and sustainability of the 
insurance sector and Aon is a proud supporter of this initiative as it aligns with our belief of creating 
an environment where employees are inspired to reach their full potential. We believe 
in creating opportunities for the growth and development of skills and expertise that 
will better serve the insurance industry, our people and most importantly, our clients. 
The Insurance Apprentice plays an incredibly important role in being able to do this as 
an industry wide initiative.

It is an incredible platform to build on your knowledge, but also challenge yourself as 
an individual. In order to grow, you need to constantly challenge yourself beyond the 
safety of what you know and are comfortable with – the reality is that growth does 
not happen in comfort zones. The Insurance Apprentice pushes you right out of your 
comfort zone and challenges you to think differently. 

The Insurance Apprentice is an invaluable platform to showcase the professionalism and capabilities 
of our leading young professionals. 

Terence Williams
CEO 
Aon South Africa
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Liberty Short-Term Insurance

MAKE LIFE  
ABOUT  
THE PRECIOUS  
MOMENTS.

Insured by Standard Insurance Limited FSP 33348. Ts and Cs apply.

Those ‘mike drop’ moments
TIA2020 took the game up a level! The top nine were amazing, each accomplished in their own way, 
the production was slick, and the judges were amazing.

TIA provides an amazing platform to showcase your personal brand as well as 
showcasing careers in the sector in general. Most of us did not dream of working in 
insurance and now wouldn’t dream of leaving it… each Apprentice gets the oppor-
tunity to really show the world that the insurance sector is complex and challeng-
ing, that careers in our sector can be personally rewarding and even, in some cases, 
impact lives and communities!
 
As judges we were trying to create a highly pressurized environment to see the cracks 
and identify the hidden diamonds. It was intensely challenging as we were trying to 
push each contestant to realise greater potential. Quite frankly when you challenge 
a group of highly motivated, intelligent young professionals you need to be able to 
keep up with them too… and that’s hard work. So, a lot of what looks like quite easy 
deliberation was in fact highly challenging and stressful. 

I absolutely loved witnessing those ‘mike drop’ moments when the contestants really rose to the 
challenge. It made those long sessions totally worthwhile.

Nadia Starr
CEO
Inseta
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A host…often behind the scenes
My role on The Insurance Apprentice was to introduce the day’s task, inform the judges how the 
contestants are working as a team, with regards to collaboration and contribution, and ultimately be 
the link between the judges and the contestants. 

As a host, often I am behind the scenes… roaming the workstations, asking questions, sussing out the 
drama etc. It does help the viewers, especially the judges.   For the viewers, they can get the insights 
with regards to how each team approached their task and get to experience what goes on behind 
the scenes. It also gives judges the insights into the “real “contestants and not the ones 
they see in front of the cameras.

The judges only get to see the final deliverable, whereas I get to see and observe the 
contestants during preparation, and then give the judges insights into the contribution 
of each contestant to the task.  

I enjoyed watching the contestants’ approach to tackling the different tasks and the 
different personalities. I also admired how the contestants showed their emotions and 
empathy for each other.  The most challenging part was seeing how the contestants 
handled the elimination. It was emotionally tough for those who got eliminated and 
draining for those who stayed as they knew any of them could be next.

This year the bar was certainly raised, and the show was inspiring. It told a beautiful story of the 
insurance industry with regards to skills, talent and the noble work that the industry does. The show 
brought out the best young stars in the insurance industry and also brought out the best of each 
contestant.

Letlhogonolo Tau 
Manager: Business Development
Santam

The industry is brimming with talent
I think the standard of The Insurance Apprentice each year seems to be gaining momen-
tum, as a highlight in the insurance industry calendar of events.  

I enjoyed the tasks that the apprentices were given as it really represents some of the 
challenges facing the insurance industry today.
The industry is brimming with talent especially from our younger generation and we 
want them to unleash and discover their potential.

Tumi Peele 
Chief Operating Officer
Inseta 
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If you are younger than 35, have been in the short term 
insurance industry (any part of it) for more than four years, 
and you preferably hold some form of short term insurance 
studies or qualification, then you can apply for The Insur-

ance Apprentice 2021. 

If you are chosen as one of the finalists, be sure to read the 
tips… and remember it while filming takes place. 

Take the tips seriously 
•  RESPECT your competition, in the other apprentices; just 

because they may not be ahead of you at the moment, it 
doesn’t mean they haven’t kept their best for today or the 
next day;

•  Concentrate and listen to the judges when they present 
the task for the day;

•  Read the task documents carefully; 
•  What was good enough yesterday, will not be good enough 

the next day;
•  Each task is different, and a fresh start for both you and 

your competitors;
•  Be brave and get involved. Being the quiet one in the 

group, won’t keep you in the shadows, especially with the 
camera and lighting crew, and not with the judges;

•  DO NOT think your qualifications, whatever they may be, 
will be your ticket to the WIN; 

•  This is a competition, and everyone wants to win. You are 
all clever, but are you SMART?

•  DO NOT squabble with the other apprentices; you may 
need them for a team task later in the competition; and 
whilst it makes for good TV, it won’t make for a happy 
ending;

•  DO NOT lose faith in yourself, if you have a bad day. We 
all have days that push us… it’s how you bounce back that 
matters;

•  Don’t think it is going to be easy;
•  Apply yourself fully to every task since one task is all it 

takes to lose; 
•  Be your best self;
•  You already have the skills to deliver success, all you have 

to do is apply them;
•  Do learn to actively listen. So often we see that candidates 

have not taken into key requirements conveyed to them at 
the outset;

•  Be BOLD; 
•  Be brave enough to be 100% authentic. Then be fearless 

enough to allow yourself to think differently; 
•  Learn to simplify complex information. Learn how to cut to 

the core, and make strong and clear recommendations;
•  Don’t try to put every task into the box that you are most 

comfortable in. Rather stretch yourself and try to learn;
•  Help your team mates if they falter. Your team has to win 

to avoid elimination. Help each other;
•  Don’t fade into the background. If you hide from the 

judges you may avoid early elimination but eventually, 
you’ll get exposed. Stand out;

•  Take the best out of what you are exposed to in your team 
dynamic and be brave enough to admit when you fail, as 
well as be bold to celebrate your successes;

•  Be confident in your skills and ability and do not allow the 
nerves and criticism to bring you down. A positive attitude, 
even in the real world, means half your battle is won;

•  Take every piece of advice and judgement offered by the 
judges and facilitator and work on it, this is the only way 
you are going to grow through the process, whether you 
agree with it or not;

•  DO arm yourself with general info about the industry, 
its various roles and role-players and the importance of 
each. When competing at such a high level the basics are 
non-negotiable;

•  DO NOT box yourself into the familiar confines of your day 
to day job. Be open minded and receptive to learning; 

•  Criticism WILL come, there will be bad and good days. Use 
it to build you, discard what you don’t need and move on 
quickly! Do not beat yourself up for too long; and

•  Know your strengths, what sets you apart and leverage off 
that to compete on your terms without comparing yourself 
to other competitors.

Judges
Adeline Singh (Inseta), Carla Jordan (Emerald Africa), Caroline 
da Silva (Financial Sector Conduct Authority-FSCA), Catherine 
Naidoo (Innovation Group), Chris Potter (Emerald Africa), Gert 
Wahl (Marsh Africa), Fareedah Benjamin (Sasria SOC Ltd), 
Nadia Starr (Inseta), Nox Dlamini (XonRisk), Peter Links (Marsh 
Africa), Simon Colman (SHA Risk Specialists), Terence Williams 
(Aon South Africa) and Tumi Peele (Inseta).

Listen up future 

contestants!

The Insurance Apprentice The Insurance Apprentice 
judges have a few tips for finalists. judges have a few tips for finalists. 
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Episode one - https://bit.ly/2UD5Qvh
Sponsored by Inseta
In episode one, task one, sponsored by Inseta, the apprentices have the 
opportunity to influence grade 11 learners at Westbury Secondary School 
in Johannesburg. This year the apprentices imparted skills and knowledge 
to a selected group of teachers and students highlighting the importance of 
particular subjects to insurance and its various careers.

Episode two - https://bit.ly/2SFTFMF
Sponsored by Aon South Africa
Episode two, task two of The Insurance Apprentice, sponsored by Aon 
South Africa, sees a hot debate with some heated audience engagement as 
the apprentices are tasked with presenting their argument in favour of, or 
against, the motion of the topic ‘increasing the retirement age is good for the 
sustainability of the insurance industry’.

Episode three - https://bit.ly/380J03I
Sponsored by Innovation Group
In the third episode of The Insurance Apprentice, sponsored by Innovation 
Group, readers will get a glimpse of the apprentices putting on their thinking 
caps when assigned with task three based on improving product profitability 
and market share, in light of generational change.

22

Episode one - https://bit.ly/2UD5Qvh
Sponsored by Inseta
In episode one, task one, sponsored by Inseta, the apprentices have the
opportunity to influence grade 11 learners a
in Johannesburg

Quick catch
-up

Did you miss one of The Insurance Apprentice 2020 Did you miss one of The Insurance Apprentice 2020 
episodes? Scan the bar code on the one you missed below episodes? Scan the bar code on the one you missed below 
and watch it:and watch it:
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Episode four – https://bit.ly/2VCg1R2
Sponsored by Sasria
In the fourth episode of The Insurance Apprentice, sponsored by Sasria, the 
apprentices were tasked with conducting research about communities and to 
find out what are the drivers of violent protests, possible solutions and key 
opportunities to support the communities in order to effect a decrease in 
Sasria’s risk exposure and mitigation of further claims.

Episode five - https://bit.ly/2Qm8NgS
Sponsored by Marsh
In the fifth episode of The Insurance Apprentice, sponsored by Marsh, the 
apprentices are tasked to perform a comprehensive environmental risk assess-
ment regarding the company’s environmental exposures at its four sites.

Episode six - https://bit.ly/39UycGa
Sponsored by Emerald
Episode six, sponsored by Emerald Africa, sees the apprentices delve into a 
firewalk and demonstration at the Fire Protection Association of Southern 
Africa (FPASA). The apprentices are tasked to read through a risk survey report, 
assess the risk and the adverse risk exposures stated in the report and produce 
a list of Risk Improvement Recommendations that should be presented to the 
broker and the insured (the panel of judges).

Episode seven - https://bit.ly/2U9W4QG
Sponsored by the Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA)
The FSCA received a complaint from a customer that ‘Insurance Apprentice 
Brokers’ have contravened the binder, outsourcing commission regulations as 
well as the Policyholder Protection Rules (PPRs). Notified of the intention of the 
Conduct Authority to issue a debarment order, the key individual (apprentice) 
is required to attend a meeting with the FSCA to discuss the findings.

Episode eight - https://bit.ly/2B0EF5Y
Sponsored by Chubb and Elite Risk Acceptances
Announcing the winner is always one of the highlights of any competition, and 
we normally do it in style with all sponsors attending. This year the announce-
ment could not happen because of Lockdown, and we decided to proceed with 
a Live Online Finale… it was most definitely the Online Event of the year! We 
did it in style, with Nico Panagio as our MC and all the apprentices joining us 
from the comfort of their own homes… Oh what a night it was! 
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The Internet connected the world and inexorably 
disrupted how we live, work and communicate. Prior 
to the Internet humankind was connected through 
“Six degrees of Separation” or the theory that all 

people are six, or fewer, social connections away from each 
other. 

On the other hand, Mark Zuckerberg, revealed that on his 
Facebook platform the degree of separation has reduced to 
an average of 3.57 and could further be reduced by 2030. This 
has been made possible by the second iteration of the Internet 
called Web 2.0.

The mobile and its evolution
Web 2.0 introduced a participatory culture as well as interac-
tive engagement. The ever-increasing speed of the Internet 
made this interactive engagement real-time, and mostly pleas-
ant, particularly through Social Media applications such as 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Snapchat. 

However, Web 2.0 in itself was not the tipping point of 
adoption. It was the advent of the mobile and its evolution 
from a mobile telecommunication device to a smartphone 
which disrupted our lives and my talks. The DataReportal’s 
Digital 2020: South Africa Report revealed that the number of 
increased internet users in our country increased by 1.1 million 
between 2019 and 2020 to a total of 36.54 million internet 
users. Furthermore, on a global scale, Internet users are now 
growing by an average of one million new users every day. 
Significantly, the previous ‘Next Billion Users’ largely remain 
online. So, people are joining the Internet and staying. As of 
January 2020, there were 7.75 billion people on earth, with 
5.19 billion unique mobile phone users. 

The terms ‘pervasive’ and ‘ubiquitous’ with respect to mobiles 
is therefore reasonable. You see, the mobile through its 
immediacy, accessibility, and online availability has trans-
formed our lives into always-connected, always-engaged 
digital citizens. It is, in short, not easy to avoid being on Social 
Media. 

A digital footprint
Put another way, one has a digital presence whether you want 
one or not. Every engagement or transaction in your life – 
sometimes even the private ones - are documented and these 
documents somehow end up on the net. The documents may 
be graphical as in pictures, a diary entry at a doctor, a movie 
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ticket purchase, a credit or debit card transaction or a parking 
fine. This is called a digital footprint or a digital exhaust.

A digital footprint is a trail of data you create while using the 
Internet. It includes the websites you visit, emails you send, 
and information you submit to online services. A “passive 
digital footprint” is a data trail you unintentionally leave 
online. Digital exhaust also refers to consumer data gathered 
from Internet use or other digital activities and used for 
commercial purposes. 

Like an ID number and a passport, an email address or a social 
media account is almost mandatory these days to engage 
with the world to find out about attitudes to current affairs 
and issues. At a corporate level a social media account is 
non-negotiable to engage with and to observe consumer 
reaction or behaviour on a range of issues and topics. Not 
having a social media presence renders a company defenceless 
when things go wrong. Worst is trying to create social media 
accounts during a perceived crisis, which only amplifies the 
anger of netizens. 

We live in the era of the Millennials which is a term used to 
generally describe the generation of people born between 
1980 and 2000. This generation is connected, and they barely 
read print hard copies. The only form of engagement with 
this increasingly important economic group is through social 
media.

How you engage with social media 
We humans and corporates have an etiquette for physical 
social engagement which is a set of conventional rules and 
norms for reasonable societal behaviour. Etiquette distin-
guishes what is expected and acceptable. This new digital 
engagement requires an appropriate social cyber equivalent. 
In time this online engagement earned the mantle ‘netiquette’ 
which essentially is a play on ‘interconnected network 
etiquette’. The interconnected network, off course, is the 
Internet. We call netiquette a portmanteau. A portmanteau is 
a linguistic blend of words formed by combining two different 
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Dr Collin Thakur 
INSETA Research Chair

Durban University of Technology

terms to create a new entity. ‘Network etiquette’ reduces to 
‘netiquette’. 

Netiquette made suggestions relating to what to post, when 
to post, how to post, and who to tag and when. It offered 
guidelines on how to respond to negative posts, derogatory or 
insulting posts, criticisms, and trollers. Wikipedia reminds us 
that a troll in Internet slang, is a person who starts quarrels or 
upsets net users to distract and sow discord by posting inflam-
matory and digressive, extraneous, or off-topic messages in 
an online community (such as a forum or blog) with the intent 
of provoking readers into emotional responses and shifting 
discussion either for the troll’s amusement or a specific gain
. 

Typing in uppercase for instance is called “SHOUTING” while 
typing in red is called flaming. Both of these are frowned on. 
Everybody wants to be first with news, especially profound or 
juicy news. This in turn, has amplified and fuelled the notion 
of fake news. Think of the many internet death hoaxes of our 
beloved Nelson Mandela. 

Social Media already knows about you. How you engage with 
social media will influence your virtual online personae and 
folk’s impression of you. People Google you before they decide 
to meet, interview or even engage with you. Google your 
own name and decide if you would want to either meet ‘that 
person’ or perhaps you want to improve that virtual brand. 

25
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This quote by an unnamed Millennial 
employee is lifted from Millennials at Work, a 

PwC paper on Millennials. 

This paper joins the throngs of other articles and 
insights dissecting the Millennial generation. In fact, 
there’s been so much written that it seems Millennials 
are in need of a bigger pigeonhole…

What Millennials are apparently all about
Herewith, a quick breakdown of what Millennials are appar-
ently all about. You start families later in life; you are super 
clued in on all things technology, you are considerably poorer 
than your parents were when they were your current age; 
debt is very real; and you entered a job market in which 
employers continue to contend with some very challenging 
economic headwinds, along with other hurdles, including 
technological change and a wave of regulatory legislation. 

So, much in the same way that Millennials negotiate their way 
across this thin frozen lake that is the generational divide, so 
too are insurers, brokerages, banks and advisory firms treading 
lightly to get to the other side. Who better to help them do 
this than the very people who speak the same language as 
their clients?

In the 15th iteration of the CEO Survey by PwC, half of CEOs 
agreed that limited availability of key skills is “a serious threat 
to their growth prospects”, and that the shortage of talent 
is particularly noticeable in the financial services sector – a 
quarter of all CEOs interviewed noted they had to cancel or 
delay a key strategic initiative in the last 12 months due to a 
lack of suitable talent. This sounds very much like a vacuum in 
need of filling. 
 
No-one said it would be easy
However, it’s not a Dickensian case of cupping your hands in 
hope of a free meal in times of strife. Millennials have to work 
hard at self-improvement and skill accumulation to earn their 
bread and butter, and arguably more so than previous genera-
tions, due to the very nature of the current mercurial work 
environment. Every day a new challenge. Change is the norm. 
Keep up or become obsolete. No-one said it would be easy, 

but then again, never before have the opportunities and 
tools to learn been so numerous and accessible. 

“The financial services sector in South Africa and the rest 
of Africa is in dire need of young professionals with skillsets 
suited to the 4IR, including cognitive flexibility, service 
orientation, judgement and decision-making. We found 
that there is a big push from prospective learners in gaining 
skills in critical thinking and problem-solving, along with 
other more obvious skills in financial services, such as digital 
financial management and cybersecurity,” said Kershen 
Pillay, CEO at the Graduate Institute of Financial Sciences 
(GIFS).

He said that online learning has alleviated logistical and 
financial hurdles to studying and upskilling, particularly in 
South Africa. 

The opportunities are there
Companies are also realising that Millennials value employ-
ers that aim to empower their talent through learning and 
mentorship programmes. Says Armando Garza Sada, Chair-
man of the Board of Directors at Alfa SAB de CV, a power-
house holding company, in the PwC paper, “Our capacity 
to attract, retain and manage executive talent does not 
depend on the compensation package, but rather on our 
ability to create a sense of belonging to an organisation that 
offers a long term relationship and a professional develop-
ment opportunity.”

“In the digital era, employees are in a position to truly 
become as successful as they wish to be. The opportunities 
are there, ripe for the picking. As long as you don’t allow 
yourself to stand still,” said Pillay.

Kershen Pillay
CEO 
Graduate Institute of 
Financial Sciences (GIFS)

The Millennial 

employee, 

always in beta
“I can’t stand still. “I can’t stand still. 

If I can improve or contribute something, I say so. We If I can improve or contribute something, I say so. We 
work every day, so it’s better to do something well and work every day, so it’s better to do something well and 

with a will.”with a will.”
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In the Short Term Insurance intermediated space for the 2019 South African 
Customer Satisfaction Index (SA-csi) Awards you voted us…

 No.1 recommended short term insurer
 Highest in customer satisfaction
 Highest in delivering value for money – for the third year in a row
 And the BEST in delivering a quality experience to our customers

All products are underwritten by Old Mutual Insure, an Authorised Financial Services Provider (FSP 12). 

LoveOurCustomers
MadAboutOurBrokers
2019SacsiResults
ThankYou#

THANKS FOR VOTING US GREAT!
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Vicky Sebothoma took the leap into the reinsurance 
industry, and so far, it has been one of the best 
decisions she made in terms of her career. Vicky 
shares her thoughts on this challenging but hugely 

rewarding specialist field in the insurance industry.

New doors of possibilities
“I entered the insurance industry as a graduate, fresh out of 
varsity where I was fortunate to study insurance as an Aon 
bursary recipient. I initially started off in the commercial insur-
ance team at Aon, but the reinsurance side of the business 
soon caught my interest, and I knew this was something I 
wanted to pursue. I was up for the challenge as I wanted 
something that opened new doors of possibilities in the indus-
try that were not originally on my radar; and I found it when I 
joined the Aon Re team,” said Sebothoma.

“As a young graduate I was exposed to all parts of the insur-
ance and risk industry – aspects I had not ever considered 
before. You go in with your preconceived ideas of what to 
expect, and then suddenly you’re exposed to so much more 
and realise that the opportunities are endless. Like they say in 
the classics – ‘a mind once stretched by a new idea or concept, 
never returns to its original dimensions’,” added Sebothoma. 

“The first year was incredibly tough and the work is very 
technical and statistical. You need a clear understanding of 
how the reinsurance industry operates in addition to solid 
awareness of what is happening in South Africa, Africa and 
in fact, the world at large. There are specific procedures that 
need to be adhered to, regulations, taxation laws, currency 
fluctuations, treaties, audit requirements and so on. I also 
have become intimately acquainted with Excel and all its 
capabilities,” she continued. 

What is reinsurance
Reinsurance is insurance an insurer purchases from other 
reinsurance companies to insulate itself from the risk of a 
major claims event, and to protect its capital. With reinsur-
ance, the company passes on some part of its own insurance 
risk to the other reinsurance companies for a prescribed price.

“I have learned so much in the last year and Aon certainly 
gives its people the opportunity to do just that – any limits 
to what you can learn are self-imposed. I have learnt to get 
my wording on point, dealing with CEOs and CFOs across 
the African continent, in addition to being exposed to the 
London market. As part of the Africa team I get to travel a 

lot, which I love, and I have discovered many cultural intrica-
cies and nuances, especially as a woman in the industry. I 
am slowly winning the confidence and trust in a largely male 
dominated continent, which is a great personal win for me,” 
said Sebothoma.

“Having a solid understanding of the risks that clients face in 
every part of the continent and how that risk echoes out into 
the reinsurance market requires a lot of reading and research 
in addition to embracing a love of constant learning. The 
reinsurance industry is vast and is constantly changing and 
evolving. Clients are looking for an anchor in stormy seas and 
offering them a lifeline when the unthinkable happens, is what 
the reinsurance sector is all about,” she added. 

Vast and exciting world
“The industry is niche and highly specialised, and I think that’s 
what appeals to me. I encourage graduates to step into this 
vast and exciting world that is brimming with opportunities 
and different specialities for them to grow and thrive in. It’s 
about risk management, analytics, technology that is ever 
evolving, and client centricity. It’s about facing catastrophes 
head on and understanding how these events impact every-
one in my client base. But most of all, it’s about building 
relationships and learning from the people around you who 
are eager and willing to teach you. Take the leap,” concluded 
Sebothoma.
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Vicky Sebothoma 
Broker Assistant 
Aon Re Africa
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Living in your comfort zone is about feeling safe and in 
control, you already know the outcome and you are used 
to it. What you do not know is what awaits you outside 
your comfort zone.

#Fear of the unknown 
We are also afraid to take risks because we do not know where 
it will lead us. If we can have courage to take calculated risks, 
we can conquer the fear of the unknown. It is not always 
about having a positive outcome in everything we try, but it 
is about taking all our outcomes and using them in a positive 
way.

Routine is a part of our comfort zone. It may be satisfying us 
for now, but we are losing our ability to open up our true self 
and share our gift with the world.

Why moving is critical for growth
When you are in your comfort zone you keep hoping, wishing 
and dreaming of a better life. I know this personally, because I 
used to enjoy my own space for quite some time.

Getting outside my comfort zone was not easy but it was 
worth it. We grow when we try new things, we become more 
productive, we learn to be flexible and face challenges that 
help us step up and grow.

If we grow too attached to our comfort zones, chances are that 
it will either start to shrink or something will come along and 
destroy our comfortable bubble.

We sometimes stay in our comfort zone because of the fear of 
failure and being afraid to be judged by people around us. A 
good example is myself; people knew me as a shy and reserved 
individual but little did they know I was just in my own space 
and enjoying it. 

Step up and try new things
I got the courage to step up and try new things and I realized 
that there are additional beautiful things outside my comfort 
zone than what was in my comfort zone alone.

#Tips that will help you get out of that comfort zone:
• Challenge yourself with something new;
• Learn something new every day;
• Learn self-motivation and self-confidence; and
• Understand that you will not win every time.

Remember association is not only about people you spend 
time with, but also what you spend your time doing.
Stepping outside your comfort zone can be an important 
factor in both your personal growth and career. Reaching new 
heights involves the risk of attempting something we might 
not succeed at. What matters, however, are the lessons we 
take out of everything we try.

We should not let the fear of failure be an obstacle in our 
lives. We need to step up and be present, this makes us 
more productive and helps us gain life skills. The good thing 
about stepping out of our comfort zone is that you will grow, 
whether you like it or not. 

In conclusion, “All the concepts about stepping out of your 
comfort zone mean nothing, until you decide that your essen-
tial purpose, vision and goals are more important than your 
self-imposed limitations,” said Robert White.

The fear of failure cannot be an obstacle

If you are not where you want to be in life, If you are not where you want to be in life, 
it is probably because you are stuck in your it is probably because you are stuck in your 
own comfort zone. own comfort zone. 

Khensani Valoyi

Junior Claims Administrator
Emerald Risk Transfer

w things
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Many of the Insurtechs, through technology, seek 
to reduce costs, remove friction in the customer 
journey, leverage non-traditional data to offer more 
personalised and customissable products, and to 

access and include more customers.

Innovations in the marketplace
This has led to a number of solutions by Insurtech players such as 
MiWay, OUTsurance, Click2Sure, FoSho, Spookfish to name a few. 

OUTsurance and MiWay provide short term insurance, where 
the application process and the claims management platform 
are digital. Click2Sure was launched in 2016 and allows a 
customer to purchase a high-value consumer item via an online 
e-commerce provider, and during the checkout process, the 
customer is offered an insurance policy on the item they have 
just purchased. 

Peer-to-peer insurance players such as FoSho Insurance gives 
consumers the choice of pooling their premiums to pay out 
claims when a member of the network encounters an insur-
able event. This concept of insurance is gaining favor with lower 
income consumers, who cannot afford access to products like 
gap cover. 

Spookfish, is a digital claims manager which uses the latest 
computer vision technology to predict vehicle repair costs using 
photos of the damaged vehicle. These are some of the examples 
of Insurtech innovations seen in the marketplace.

Skills required for these innovations
In order to bring these innovations to life from vision to a fully 
scaled offering, some of the top skills required include;
• Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and Data Analysis 

skills
• UX design skills
• Agile & DevOps product development skills (scrum masters/

coaches/engineers)
• Digital marketing and growth hacking skills
• Full stack architecture skills
• Actuarial science skills
• Legal and regulatory compliance skills
• Cybersecurity skills
• Design thinking skills
• Problem solving skills

In order to source these skills, startups are not only having to 
tap into the traditional insurance sector (skills such as legal and 

compliance, operations management, and actuarial science), 
they are also drawing from non-traditional backgrounds including 
computer and data sciences, engineering, digital marketing, UX 
and graphic design, and creatives with humanities and fine arts 
background to access the digital skills required to bring about 
disruption to the insurance sector.

Therefore, while Insurtechs are drawing some skills from the 
traditional insurance sector to start up and scale their operations, 
we are increasingly finding that they are also attracting more 
diverse and non-traditional backgrounds into the overall sector, 
that bring fresh and out of the box perspectives to innovate and 
solve some of the key pain points facing the insurance sector. 
Additionally, the traditional insurance sector is undergoing a 
digital revolution leading to traditional insurers rolling out their 
own Insurtech products and services, which require the same 
above-mentioned skills. 

New skills being attracted into the sector 
Therefore, the talent that is attracted to Insurtechs could 
naturally make its way towards traditional insurers to the extent 
they are able to launch exciting digital and Insurtech based 
solutions requiring digital skills.

So, while some skills may flow away from traditional insurers 
towards Insurtechs, overall, we are likely to see new skills being 
attracted into the sector, leading to more talent available for all 
players, including traditional insurers. As the insurance industry 
undergoes digital disruption it becomes increasingly important 
that industry players have access to the required digital skills, and 
through Insurtech players, these skills are finding their way into 
the insurance sector and will be readily available for all players.

* 2019 Fintech Scoping Report, IFWG, World Bank, Genesys
* 2019 A new Industry model for Insurtech, McKinsey & Company
* 2019 The future of work in Digital, Deloitte Consulting
* 2019 Introducing the next generation operating model, Mckin-

sey & Company
* 2016 Skills Required to succeed in Digital, McKinsey & Company

Kagiso Mothibi
HOD: Fintech
Financial Sector Conduct Authority (FSCA)

ance, operations manageagement, and actuarial science)
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Insurtech in South Africa is booming. Insurtech in South Africa is booming. 
There are 21 Insurtech firms in South Africa There are 21 Insurtech firms in South Africa 
making up 10% of the 220 actively operational Fintechs making up 10% of the 220 actively operational Fintechs 
in South Africa, a number that is growing year on year. in South Africa, a number that is growing year on year. 

Insurtech… stealing 

talent or bringing 
new talent in?
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I always dreamt of being an accountant. I believed that 
one’s career begins when you graduate from university 
with a degree. Little did I know that I would end up build-
ing my career in a call centre.

My passion after all
In August 2006, after some time at varsity, I realised that 
accounting was not my passion after all. I joined a long term 
life insurer as a telesales agent selling life policies and started 
my journey within the call centre industry. 

Working in a call centre environment not only boosted my 
confidence and influenced how I approach life, but it has also 
taught me valuable lessons which I will carry with me for the 
duration of my career – wherever it may take me. 

Lessons I leart

1The first lesson I learnt is that with the right mindset, 
an eagerness to learn and a drive for success, you can 
succeed, no matter the industry or starting position. 

As a frontline agent, I took every opportunity to acquire 
more knowledge about the industry and the products I was 
selling. I also invested in obtaining the relevant qualifica-
tions required to grow in the industry. Never stop learning, 
whether on the job or through external sources, and never 
stop investing in yourself.

2Legislation plays a key role in a contact centre environ-
ment – especially when dealing with customers. Treating 
Customers Fairly (TCF) is one of the most important legis-

lations driven and promoted within the contact centre. To 
ensure that I stayed on top of my game, I frequently engaged 
with our compliance SMEs and made it a top priority to 
ensure that I apply this in all my customer engagements. To 
date, and as a customer myself, I still apply the principles 
of TCF to keep myself grounded and to remind myself what 
service delivery is all about.

3A call centre environment is highly target driven and 
often requires long and extended working hours, 
which is strenuous but can be highly rewarding. To 

ensure a fair reward for all, call centres employ incentive or 
commission models, which drives higher sales and conver-
sion rates. These performance drivers put a focus on time 
management and process improvement. Through these 
performance drivers, I’ve learnt efficient ways of improving 
conversion using sales ratios, optimising average handling 
times and honing my skills on up- and cross selling. Apply-
ing effective time management and focusing on process 
improvements means you can achieve more in the long 
run – which will save time and money – which is a plus in 
any business. In addition, I’ve also learnt that if efforts are 
recognised, fairly and consistently, you will achieve higher 
results and commitment from your workforce. 

4A contact centre is the epitome of diversity – from 
cultural to religious – you soon realise that a one size 
fits all approach won’t work! Working in a contact 

centre environment provides you with a deeper under-
standing and appreciation for cultural diversity – both 
internally and externally. Awareness helps you understand, 
recognise and respect different “ways of being” and adapt-
ing to different situations. It also influences the way you 
communicate and how to manage a situation with empathy 
and respect. 

Don’t be afraid to take the road less travelled - starting 
frontline is a great career starter!

Thandi Mudau
Direct Sales Manager 

Innovation Group

d
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Little did I know… 
I would build my 
career in a call centre!
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Talent with no 
replacement value.

FNB Insurance Brokers

       FNB Business, a business unit of First National Bank - a division of FirstRand Bank Ltd t/a FNB Insurance Brokers. 
An authorised Financial Services and Credit Provider (NCRCP20) Registration No: 1929/001225/06 FSP Licence No: 20081 

9 contestants. 1 winner. Unlimited ambition, courage, humour, perseverance and brilliance. 
Congratulations to Amogelang Kgaladi, winner of The Insurance Apprentice 2020! May your 
victory pave the way to great future success.

And to fellow contestants, Siphamandla Dube, JP Ellis, Yaseen Essop, Kanchaal Mahabeer, 
Nabeelah Maharaj, Sebastian Reddy, Vicky Sebothoma, and Memory Zimba, you embody the 
traits that make short-term insurance so valuable: foresight to manage risk, and resilience to get 
back up when disaster strikes. 

FNB Insurance Brokers thanks you for your dedication, innovation, and commitment to excellence. 
The sort of excellence we offer our clients every day – providing real help when they need it most. 
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Several years ago, I certainly did not think of insurance 
as a cool place to go for a career. I just saw it as a place 
dominated by online comparison tools, people in 
grey suits with binders of paper, and reams of opaque 

documentation. 

I was really off the mark.

A great place to work
I have got something of an eclectic background – starting off 
as a mechanical engineer, then moving to tax, transferring 
to data & analytics consulting, followed by my current role, 
which is running the Lloyd’s Lab. And so, prior to this, the only 
exposure I had to insurance was getting motor and holiday 
cover.

For those who do not know, the Lloyd’s Lab is an accelera-
tor programme for Insurtechs who come and test their ideas 
with Lloyd’s of London insurers. We have had 35 Insurtechs go 
through the Lab programme, and over 100 experts from our 
320+ year-old insurance market act as their mentors. 

Adapting to changes
Running the Lab has led me to view insurance as a great place 
to work, if you are interested in tech. Consider artificial intelli-
gence, blockchain, satellites, the Internet of Things (IoT) – they 
are all relevant, as are pretty much all new technologies. They 
are relevant either because investments in new solutions need 
to be insured, and so we need to understand them, or because 
we can use new solutions to make insurance better.

A great example, relevant in the UK, is FloodFlash. They install 
an IoT sensor on buildings which detects flooding and pays 
out really quickly when there is a flood above the agreed level. 
Storm Ciara, the “storm of the decade,” caused widespread 
chaos in parts of the UK, and six small businesses covered by 
Floodflash were in line to share £375,000 as early as the next 
day. This avoided weeks or months of claims assessments 

which most of the unfortunate business-owners in flooded 
UK regions would have needed to go through.

It is inevitable that the talent in the insurance industry must 
adapt to these changes. Maybe the incumbents need to 
create their own internal Insurtech teams. The question is 
though, do Insurtechs steal from the talent pool, or bring 
new talent in? 

Attractive for a wide range of people
My view is that with this focus on technology solutions, 
insurance is becoming a much more attractive place for a 
wider range of people. I need look no further than myself to 
prove that point!

Also, consider the teams we have had in the Lab - several 
were created to solve problems in the wider world, before 
realising they were relevant to insurers; others have hired 
skilled data scientists and developers from university or 
other industries. 

There are many great examples of where new talent is 
coming into the market, thanks to Insurtech. 

Yes, many Insurtechs have been founded by, or have 
poached, skilled insurance professionals from other corners 
of the industry. But does that really matter? Talent is talent, 
and it all adds value to the industry, making this sector a 
better place to work, and engineering solutions that are 
better for our customers. 

Ed Gaze 
Senior Manager, Lloyd’s Lab 
Lloyd’s of London

Become a lab 

rat... wel,

sort of...
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Welcome to the world of insurance. 
Enjoy the journey, and don't worry... 
we'll be here every step of the way to
help you treat your customers fairly, and 
always do the right thing.

www.fsca.co.za
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The talent gap… a 

critical 
issue facing 

the industry
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While the insurance industry is facing challenges, 
including the complex operational environment 
and increased regulation, the talent gap is one 
of the most critical issues facing the industry.

The world is changing every day, and therefore, the skills 
required in the insurance industry need to adapt to keep 
pace. Customer preferences and behaviors are transform-
ing, pushing companies to alter their business models and 
workforce development strategies to stay ahead of this rapid 
change. Therefore, in order to support clients, the insurance 
industry needs to bridge the talent gap.

Difficultly in attracting and retaining talent
The challenges posed by the ever-arising talent gap has 
become a topic of high concern for senior leaders in the insur-
ance industry. It is becoming increasingly difficult for compa-
nies in the sector to attract and retain young talent. 

This is down to several reasons, one is that as the current 
workforce shifts toward retirement, many companies risk 
losing vital institutional knowledge and long-established 
relationships. As technology and process improvement 
overlaps the talent agenda, the industry is facing an inevitable 
potential knowledge gap. It is important to pass down this 
legacy and the know-how to the next generation. 

Another primary reason is the perception of the insurance 
industry among young talent. In Deloitte’s 2018 Millennial 
survey, just 28% of financial services respondents expect to 
stay with their current employer for the next five years, with 
only 4% of Millennials expressing a desire to work in the insur-
ance sector1. The reason behind this could be that insurance 
employers are not effectively communicating the benefits 
and the opportunities of working in the sector to the younger 
generation seeking to explore their career opportunities.

Opportunities to build rewarding careers
The world of insurance and risk management is dynamic and 
filled with great opportunities to build rewarding careers. 
There are many fulfilling career routes within the insurance 
industry, and each serves an important function and caters to 
different interests and skill sets. 

While many insurance careers do involve desk work, they also 
provide plenty of opportunity for interaction with colleagues 
within the company, as well as opportunities to work with key 

stakeholders outside their organisation, and most importantly, 
with insurance customers. Moreover, long time insurance 
professionals speak of their passion for the learning journey 
provided by the insurance sector. With many legacy employees 
about to retire, that is a lot of expertise that is about to leave 
the industry. Now is the time for new talent to embark on a 
rewarding career, learn from seasoned veterans, and acceler-
ate their career.

The only way forward
The new generation, including Millennials and Gen Z, of the 
workforce are exceedingly driven and ambitious. The mindset 
of young professionals has changed substantially in recent 
years, and it is an encouraging sign that the insurance and risk 
management sector is transforming in order to employ and 
retain them. This is the only way forward. 

At Marsh we have always recognised the importance of 
attracting and retaining a young local workforce. In fact, we 
have gone a step further and have been building our own 
pool of talent through The Marsh Graduate Program. Apart 
from being mindful of the all the aforementioned factors, we 
have also adopted a “grow our own” strategy, which aims to 
develop Marsh’s next generation of leaders by giving graduates 
and developing leaders the opportunity to accelerate their 
career with a global insurance and risk management leaders. 

The results have been heartening and we have recruited 100s 
of young future leaders around our office in the Middle East 
and Africa.

1    The Deloitte Millennials’ Survey 2018, Deloitte, 2018.  

Spiros Fatouros
CEO
Marsh Africa 
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Old Mutual Insure is proud to positively invest in 
the future of the short term insurance industry 
by being one of the sponsors for The 2020 Insur-
ance Apprentice series (TIA). This is a platform for 

us to be visible to young insurance talent and to showcase 
ourselves as an employer of choice. 

Young insurance professionals are highly skilled; however, 
they sometimes neglect the development of their personal 
brand. 

One of the most important things
Building a personal brand is one of the most important 
things you can do as a young professional, to set yourself 
apart from the rest of the pack.

We are living in a highly competitive world where jobs, 
especially good jobs, are hard to come by. South Africa’s 
unemployment rate for the first quarter of the year soared 
to its highest level since 2017, and is now sitting at 29%. 
That is reason enough to distinguish yourself from everyone 
else vying for the same job as you – wouldn’t you agree?

Your personal brand is the essence of what stays behind, 
long after you’ve left a room. It’s a culmination of your life 
experiences, your unique character, your ethical standards, 
your values and your personality. But it’s how well you 
communicate this brand to the world that will ultimately 
differentiate you from other professionals – this is particu-
larly important for women.

Putting yourself out there
If you want to stand out from the crowd, you have to do 
things differently in order to show your value in innovative 
ways. Building a strong personal brand is doing just that – 
because your brand makes you influential and if you are 
influential, you are hard to ignore and even harder to turn 
away.

Building a personal brand comes down to one thing: putting 
yourself out there. Use whichever tools are available to you. 
If you are in a position to educate people on a topic, that’s 
where you start. Share your expertise by putting yourself 
forward as a spokesperson within your company. Traditional 
media platforms like newspapers, television and radio are 
wonderful platforms for raising your professional profile.

Nowadays, we also have social media. It doesn’t cost a thing 
and you are able to share your views and opinions on any 
topic that interests you with the world. Over-and-above 

being a platform to voice your opinion, social media can be 
a catalyst into traditional media exposure, and may even 
attract future employers, business associates or stakehold-
ers.

That being said, you have to be careful with the image that 
you are creating of yourself, and if you want to use your 
personal brand for professional gain, you can’t be reckless 
with what you post on social media.

Tips for building a personal brand
My top five tips for building a personal brand are:

1Think of building a personal brand as a marathon, not 
a sprint - Your personal brand will grow with you and be 
refined over time. You have a long career ahead of you, 

invest wisely. Your brand should remain consistent with who 
you are as you mature.

2Maintain your personal brand - Handle with care! Your 
personal brand, which takes time to build, can be ruined 
in a moment through one public blunder. Everything 

you say in the media, write on a blog or share on social 
media, adds a little building block to your growing personal 
brand.

3Uphold a level of professionalism - Keep your private 
life private – at least to a degree. Avoid potentially 
controversial political and religious comments and 

emotional outbursts. 

4Keep it real - The most important aspect of personal 
brand building is authenticity. Sharing well-curated 
personal information from time to time can help to 

create a meaningful brand that people can connect with.

5Your voice, your power - Once a strong personal brand 
has been established – in addition to distinguishing 
yourself professionally – use your voice to talk about 

challenges that you have faced in business and in life, as 
well as how you have overcome them.
 

Christelle Colman
Insurance Expert 
Old Mutual Insure

ld Mutual Insure is proud to positively invest in bei

Stand out 
from the crowd
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Our better future 
#StartsWithHello

The Hollard Insurance Company Limited (Reg. No. 1952/003004/06) is an authorised Financial Services Provider

When things happen that force us  
apart, it’s even more important to  
say “hello”: it’s a small word with  
big impact.

We’d like to send a shout out and  
congratulations to all the 2020  
Insurance Apprentices!
As you set out to change the world,  
remember that by standing together  
even though we are apart, we create  
a better future.

2068 HI The Insurance Apprentice 2020_advert_final.indd   1 2020/06/08   16:35
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Adviser, guide, trainer, coach, soundboard, trusted 
ally. All these words summarise what to expect from 
a mentor. Your mentor is a listening ear, a source 
of great knowledge and a skilled and experienced 

person to help direct your life and career in the right direction. 

Mentors have played a positive contribution throughout my 
career and hearing or seeing something from a new perspec-
tive can make all the difference in achieving your goals. 

The value a trusted mentor can add to the growth and devel-
opment of your career cannot be overlooked, nor underesti-
mated.

Considering finding a mentor
Therefore, when considering finding a mentor, here are some 
points to explore and follow.

1Have an appetite for growth and an objective mind-set. In 
order to develop new skills and competencies, it is impor-
tant to be open and receptive to alternative viewpoints 

and have a firm commitment to ongoing learning and growth 
development. Where do I see myself in three years? What 
competencies do I need to develop? This can set the founda-
tion for discussions with potential mentors shining a spotlight 
on yourself and what you need.

2Qualities and aligned values. What qualities are important 
in a mentor? Qualities such as integrity, a willingness to 
help others, honesty, good communication and inter-

relationship skills, to name but a few. Look for people whom 
you admire, respect and believe you can learn from. Individu-
als who have skills and qualities you aspire to, and with 
enough experience to navigate the challenges you are facing.

3Be proactive. Take action to identify any potential 
mentors. Then identify potential candidates and shortlist 
them to a maximum of three. Set up a meeting with each, 

address your agenda and test the chemistry. Is there a mutual 
view and positive connection? Stretch your courage muscle 
and be clear on what you are looking for. Highlight part of an 
issue you are struggling with and ask for their opinion and 
advice. If you feel comfortable with the responsive explana-
tion, ask them if they would be willing, and have time, to 
mentor you. If agreed, then discuss how often you could meet, 
and for how long, so you both have the same expectations and 
listen actively to their responses. 

4A two-way street. “Mentoring is a mutuality that requires 
more than meeting the right teacher: the teacher must 
meet the right student,” said Parker J. Palmer. Mentoring 

ddviser guide trainer coach soundboard trusted

How to find a mentor… 

tips and reflection
s

is a 
two-way 
street, with a sense of 
compatibility and connection. Your 
mentor does not necessarily have to be in the same 
department as you and does not have to be in the same 
profession as you. They can learn a lot from you too, so it is 
important to give them time to reflect on anything that might 
help them as well. Remember, you also provide a different 
perspective on current situations, never underestimate that.

5More than one mentor. Depending on what you want 
to achieve, it could be beneficial to have more than 
one mentor. Life is a journey. The same applies for your 

career. In both, there is much to learn, so consider mentors 
for different areas and stages of your life and career, from 
different companies and from different corporate and social 
backgrounds. 

6Structure well - do not waste anyone’s time. Invest time 
in preparing for your meetings. Draft an agenda and share 
it with your mentor in advance. Identify current issues you 

are dealing with, situations since you last met that did not go 
so well and matters of concern to you in future. Ask questions 
and be open to objective feedback, be it positive or negative. 

7Express gratitude. Thank you goes a long way, and it is 
very important to express appreciation for the time that a 
mentor invests in you. Show them what you have learned 

by giving them comprehensive feedback along the way.

An enormous value add
An engaged mentor is an enormous value add to your career 
or life. Stay curious and open to all that 
unveils, and you will maximise your 
experience, learning and growth poten-
tial far beyond your expectations.

Euodia Vermeulen
Actuarial Analyst
AIG
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You are busy with your RE exams or thinking about a 
job in the insurance industry and along comes Artifi-
cial Intelligence (AI) – purportedly set to take-over all 
jobs. But is this really the case?

Negating the use of only human agents
In recent years the media have been awash with reports on 
developments in AI. Insurers, small and large are looking at 
ways to automate and simplify complex administrative and 
regulatory processes. 

Comm100 reports that 59% of total chats in 2019 involved a 
chatbot, meaning that customer interactions through a human 
agent is reducing. In fact, the MIT technology review indicates 
that 90% of businesses report faster complaint resolution with 
bots, negating the use of only human agents. 

But where does that leave you, and specifically if your future 
career aspirations are connected to any form of customer 
service?

Human emotional connections
It is pertinent to remember that the human touch provides a 
distinct competitive advantage. However, for companies that 
are profit conscious, it is a delicate balance between speed, 
cost, convenience and empathy. 

A 2019 Harvard Business Analytics report on gaining competi-
tive advantage through human interaction, cautions that 
automating too much of the customer experience can have 
a negative impact. According to Harvard, over-automation 
reduces much needed human emotional connections with 
customers. 

Paving the way for careers
At Auto & General we have noticed that our customer touch 
points are increasing daily, and therefore, the management 
thereof has become much more complex, opening-up the 
market for careers in this field. With the arrival of technology 
such as chat bots, which are able to resolve day-to-day queries, 
we are anticipating that more customers will now approach us 
and their brokers with specialised advice queries. This not only 
means that more human interaction will be needed, but also 
that insurers and brokers will have to upskill their front-line 
staff, including claims, underwriting and sales services in order 
for them to be able to deal with these more complex issues, 
again, paving the way for careers in these fields.

This then also places a spotlight on a career as an insurance 
broker. Although brokers are struggling within the economic 

and regulatory environ-
ment at the moment, it is 
clear that as long as there 
exists customer demand 
for face-to-face, advice-based 
insurance, the broker’s future 
should be secure. In addition, where the 
insurer and the broker’s industry experience 
can be combined in an effective value-chain, it 
is foreseeable that they can provide far more 
customer value. 

Although the use of AI in the automation of 
processes and the intelligent use of data are important, at the 
end of the day the customer wants a reliable insurance service 
that caters to their needs. 

Customer experience is important
As an industry we have to re-imagine our solutions around 
the customer. Customers don’t want to feel like a number. 
Our millennial customers, in particular, although they are 
asking for faster, simplified and technology-friendly processes, 
according to Harvard, are less focused on product ownership 
than on the experiences and authenticity a brand has to offer. 
Their research suggests that where a business is able to meet 
those expectations, their customers often reward them with 
loyalty. 

In summary, it is difficult to imagine that all new customer 
solutions will be supported only through AI. Great customer 
experiences require both emotional intelligence and technol-
ogy, and research has proven that emotional connections 
boost the bottom line. As long as this is the case, then the 
insurance industry is a safe home for you.

Article references:
• Comm100: (https://www.comm100.com/resources/

report/chatbot-statistics/)
• MIT Technology Review: https://www.technologyreview.

com/s/612422/humans-bots-tension-and-opportunity/
• 2019 Harvard Business Analytics report: https://hbr.org/

sponsored/2019/05/gaining-competitive-advantage-
through-human-interaction
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Ricardo Coetzee
Head 
Auto & General
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A well deserved win
for a top-notch competitor!
To all the contestants, 
thank you for being 
inspirational ambassadors 
for the industry and kudos 
for a job well done. 

#Together we can 
grow future 
insurance talent.

Innovation Group is a 
proud sponsor of The 
Insurance Apprentice. 

Financial services offered by Innovation FSP (Pty) Ltd, an authorised 
financial services provider and a subsidiary of Innovation Group (Pty) Ltd.

CONGRATULATIONS
Amogelang Kgaladi 

for #GoingBeyond in 
The Insurance Apprentice 2020!
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Prepare for the future
As future leaders, it is important that they are empowered 
with greater workplace flexibility, are in a position to critically 
challenge approaches, that they are held accountable and 
adopt a solutions-oriented attitude. Businesses thus have the 
responsibility to motivate future leaders/managers/mentors 
by demonstrating trust, providing reasonable levels of auton-
omy and creating an appreciation for the course the business 
has already chartered. Additionally, they should promote a 
culture of continuous learning and development.

A great approach for today’s leaders is to consider walking 
in the proverbial shoes of future leaders, to better equip 
themselves to help future generations reach their potential. 
Equally, the reverse is important for meaningful growth and 
to facilitate greater intergenerational understanding and 
tolerance. It is vital to acknowledge that today’s managers and 
leaders have an impressive library of institutional knowledge 
and accumulated experience that is invaluable to its predeces-
sors. They are well placed to provide compelling mentorship 
opportunities to Millennials, helping carve a more productive 
leadership path for the benefit of all stakeholders. 

Businesses that embrace differing perspectives – rather than 
imposing existing structures/processes on future leaders – and 
combine collective experiences, techniques and expertise, 
will be on the front foot. Conversations should, therefore, be 
repositioned from comparisons to collaborations to ensure 
businesses can successfully harness the unique value and 
diversity each generation brings to the table. It is this mindset 
that will allow for a more agile, creative and competitive, 
future-proof enterprise. 

At Bryte, we are fortunate in that nearly 50% of our people are 
Millennials. We intend to harness this generation to prepare 
ourselves for the future.

P p f th futu

Transforming 

Millennials into 

tomorrow’s future 
leaders

The evolution of leadership and changing workplace 
environment dynamics are natural progressions, 
especially when a new generation takes the reins. 

A leadership pillar for Millennials
Millennials are no different; 91% aspire to become leaders and 
the reality is that a growing percentage will be at the helm of 
creating/running some of the biggest businesses in history 
(case in point – Facebook). Shaping Millennials into successful 
leaders involves an understanding of the talent/opportunities 
that may be leveraged to build a stronger business. 

Equally, it takes an understanding of what motivates future 
leaders, what makes them tick and what gets them excited. 
Each generation is becoming more socially conscious and a 
key leadership pillar for Millennials, particularly, is prioritising 
people rather than profit. 

Challenging the status quo
Around 50% of Millennials believe that leadership means 
empowering people. They, therefore, want to ensure that 
everyone within the business has a voice and is heard. They 
are also increasingly geared towards providing autonomy – 
especially to a generation that desires the flexibility to work 
in a way that makes better sense to them in achieving the 
targeted outcomes. 

This generation, and their successors, are prioritising improved 
effective personal and professional life integration. They place 
more emphasis on emotional intelligence, which is of immense 
benefit to any business environment. Sadly though, in some 
contexts, Millennials are misunderstood. Some argue this 
is due to perceived overconfidence and some attribute it to 
them regularly challenging the status quo, while others have a 
range of mixed opinions.

Whatever the reason(s), it is apparent that this generation, like 
their successors, are very confident. They have wider exposure 
to travel, information, knowledge, technology and tools. Many 
have grown up with technology, hence have a keener inter-
est in advancements and the prospects of driving efficiencies 
which better address the needs of customers, employees, 
business partners and other stakeholders. They are keen 
to learn from past lessons, but also seek fluid open plan 
workplaces, with less formal organisational structures. 

Collin Molepe
Deputy Chief Executive Officer 
Bryte
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Any new 
generation that steps 
through the corporate door 
wants to make a positive contribution to the world. 

For Millennials entering the insurance industry that notion 
is underpinned by the sector’s ability to help individuals and 
businesses recover when the worst happens. 

While most enter the industry with a limited understanding 
of the positive value that insurance brings to society, they are 
often surprised to find that the principle of insurance can be 
applied across all its disciplines, whether you are working for 
an insurer, broker, an underwriter or in reinsurance. 

Key areas of engagement 
Transforming Millennials into tomorrow’s future leaders will 
require dedication and continued engagement. Creating a 
sense of belonging is tantamount to them, understanding the 
impact that their work has on the company and the industry 
as a whole. To that end, there are three key areas of engage-
ment to consider:

1Adequate training for newcomers to the industry is crucial. 
Having a clear understanding of what the insurance indus-
try is all about starts with a thorough guided tour of the 

fundamentals. It is key to retaining new entrants in the market 
and setting out a path that future leaders of the industry can 
follow. 

2Implementing a learnership programme is an extremely 
valuable tool when it comes to attracting entrants into 
the insurance industry, providing them with a basis of 

insurance knowledge and the application thereof. I would even 
go as far as saying that all newcomers to the industry should 
go through a learnership programme. The industry is so vast, 
that it can be overwhelming for newcomers to find a footing 
in a demanding environment that they are not equipped to 
navigate. Having a solid grasp of the fundamentals of insur-
ance from a classroom perspective, will ensure that more 
newcomers find a home in the insurance industry.

3The value of mentorships should also not be underesti-
mated. Having someone who has walked the path before 
you, adds a great richness to your career in the insurance 

industry. Not only does it ensure that knowledge and skills 
accumulated through years of hard work are passed along, but 
it also forms part of a solid succession plan that is of mutual 
benefit to both the employee who is being mentored and the 
company at large. It ensures the vital skills that distinguish 
your company from the rest of the pack, are not lost, but built 
upon to achieve future successes.

Full of opportunities 
A career in the insurance industry can offer tremendous 
scope. A newcomer’s ability to network within the industry is 
a significant attribute to their career, helping them to discover 
what is out there and encouraging them to make a positive 
contribution. 

Although I have been in the industry for two years, I can confi-
dently say that I still have a lot to learn.
 
I recently started working in the casualty sector, which I find 
more challenging. It highlights the fact that you can take the 
knowledge that you have and steer yourself in a different 
direction, plotting an unexpected change in the course of your 
insurance career you never dreamed you would take. This is 
exactly why the insurance industry is so enticing. The industry 
is full of opportunities which means it is never boring.”

Advice to newcomers
While career paths within the insurance industry are exten-
sive, they can be very daunting to newcomers. At the heart 
of your success lies the need to set goals for yourself and to 
actively work to achieve them. It serves a dual purpose in the 
sense that it allows you to move forward in your career; but it 
also serves as a beacon to show you how far you have come.
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At the heart of success, lies 

perseveranceperseverance

Chasing 

success
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Palesa Kgafane
A Millennial who is an 
Assistant Underwriter 
Chubb Insurance 
South Africa
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to create a 
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of skills and expertise makes for a unique learning experience 
and, at the best of times, an interesting work environment.

2Innovation - Insurtech is fast becoming a buzz word. 
We have seen innovative tech start-ups challenging the 
traditional insurance model. The scope for innovation and 

technological advancement in the insurance industry is vast. 
Not only are the innovators within the industry finding ways 
to transform the customer experience, all aspects of the insur-
ance process are challenged, from the way risks are under-
written to the way claims are processed. New ways to offer 
insurance and to respond to the changing needs of consumers 
are also being developed. Think about peer-to-peer insurance, 
developing insurance solutions for the shared economy (such 
as short-term house renting, couch surfing and ridesharing) 
and blockchain technology, to name a few. Let’s not forget 
Big Data. A wealth of information can be extracted from the 
aggregation of data held within the insurance industry, which 
may well inform future underwriting or risk modelling. 

3Challenging - The industry remains dynamic and continues 
to evolve. Not so long ago, there were limited options 
available to insure against cyber risks and liability. The 

insurance industry responded and created insurance offerings, 
despite the challenges due to the absence of data available 
to model the risk. Cyber insurance offerings now insulate 
businesses against an ever evolving and costly risk. 

Working in insurance means being part of an industry that 
is unlike any other. Trust me when I say, there is never a dull 
moment.
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Some years ago, at the annual South African insurance 
conference, the then CEO and Chairman of a large 
international brokerage spoke about how the insur-
ance industry has changed in recent years and how 

those in the industry should be proud to be a part of it. The 
reason, he said, was that “nothing happens without insur-
ance”. 

I found the statement profound, because insurance is 
often regarded as a grudge purchase, yet it is imperative to 
economic stability. 

Think about how many business owners have the ability to 
rebuild and replace assets following a natural disaster? There 
are very few businesses that hold the reserves to self-insure. 
Most would have to close their doors, absent adequate insur-
ance cover. Equally, many large business deals are contingent 
upon insurance being in place, failing which the deal will not 
materialise. 

Reasons to be in the industry
If one thinks about insurance in this way, one cannot but 
respect this age-old industry and the impact it has on the 
economy and society as a whole. 

This is reason enough to be part of the insurance industry, 
but if I have not convinced you as yet, consider the following: 

1Diversity - Not only are the role players within the indus-
try diverse and fulfil different functions, such as brokers, 
underwriting managers and insurers, the skills required 

within the insurance industry are wide and varied. Insurers 
typically employ actuaries, risk assessors, sales executives, 
specialist underwriters, claims specialists (often including 
attorneys and accountants), marketing executives and, in 
more recent years, technology experts, innovators and data 
analysts. There are very few businesses that comprise such a 
wide variety of skills and expertise. The richness and diversity 

An industry that is 

unlike any ot
her

Elsa Jordaan
Executive Head of Claims and Legal
CIB
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The terms ‘ever-changing’, ‘opportunities’, and 
‘dynamic’ popped up in almost every conversation 
when Millennial employees at Constantia Insurance 
were asked about their reasons for embarking on a 

career in insurance. 

Some chose insurance, others just sort of fell into it, but all 
agree that the opportunities for growth, in career and self, are 
myriad. 

As consulting firm On Point Consulting explains, “Developing 
and retaining Millennial employees will help insurers adapt 
their marketing and messaging to better resonate with a 
generation that will soon become a significant portion of the 
market. With more and more Millennials assuming leadership 
roles, they can provide the strategic direction that will carry 
the industry into the future.” 

Echoing the sentiment 
Shari Nagel, who is part of the Events and 
Marketing Team at Constantia, says that 
while it was never her intention to follow a 
career in insurance, she is happy with her 
decision to join the industry. “Insurance is a 
life-changing career and opened up a world 
of possibilities for me to grow in the indus-
try. Advances in technology are keeping the 
industry on its toes, which is why the ability 
to innovate is such a crucial skill to have. 
If you want to be part of an ever-changing 
world, insurance is the industry to work in.” 

The industry may seem complex to those 
on the outside, and sometimes those on 
the inside, but this is what keeps things 
interesting, says Thamsanqa Nzimande, 
Intern at Constantia. “The best part about 

insurance is that you face different challenges every day, you 
learn a lot every day, and almost every known skill is relevant 
in this industry. The most important part is being a part of an 
industry dedicated to offering people a peace of mind in this 
fast-paced world, which exposes them to a variety of risks. 
In other words, doing a job not only to earn a salary but that 
gives back to society.”

Others like Tasneem Essa, an Underwriter 
at Constantia, says she followed in her 
mother’s footsteps, who has been working 
in the industry for the past three decades. 
“As a kid I found the industry very interesting 
and always wanted to know how it worked 
and how it benefited people. Since starting 
three years ago, I have worked for a UMA, 
where I worked with various brokerages, 
and now with an insurer, which has provided me experience in 
different sectors of the industry.” Essa explains that a career in 
insurance has broadened her skills and opened doors to grow 
within the company and the industry. 

Echoing the sentiment of insurance being 
a perfect fit for the young, dynamic job 
seeker, Jennifer Claassen, Social Media and 
Community Manager at Constantia, explains 
that she is thriving in an environment with 
so many different facets. “The insurance 
industry is the perfect environment to learn 
and grow,” she says. 

What the others have to say
Ylaney Ramlall, Team Admin Support at EthiQal (a division 

of Constantia)
 Insurance is about people, and as an analytical person who 

loves people, it is the perfect environment to learn, and 
where you can develop a sustainable career.

i i
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Gwen Papo, Life Marketing at Constantia 
 I chose insurance as I am a people’s person. I would like to 

think of myself as someone who can think on their feet, 
which comes in handy in this industry. 

MJ Prinsloo, General Manager for Product 
Development at Constantia

 The industry has diverse areas of business 
that each require different skills, and you 
don’t merely specialise in one specific task as 
in many other industries. 

Riyadh Mayet, Senior Manager of Actuarial 
and Analytics at Constantia

 Insurance is part of the financial services 
sector which drives growth in the economy. It 
is also one of the key business areas to which 
I can utilise my actuarial skills to add value in 
my daily work.

Alex Taljaard, General Manager for Group 
Marketing at Constantia 

 The insurance industry is incredibly 
competitive. This is a marketer’s dream, as 
it challenges your skills to build brand equity 
and develop meaningful propositions and 
products.

Babalwa Mbeki, Marketing Manager for Life and Funeral 
at Constantia

 In my six years in the industry, not one has been the same 
and I learn something new almost every day. 
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According to a recent Gallup poll (https://discv.co/
galluppoll), Millennials are the least engaged with 
insurance compared with preceding generations. 
Millennials and Gen Z face two key problems when 

purchasing insurance: high premiums due to their age and lack 
of digitally enabled means of engaging with their insurance 
provider.

How can we define these generations? 
Young Millennials and Gen Z are likely to be price sensitive as 
they are newly qualified young adults, starting out their first 
jobs and buying their first cars. Because of their driving inexpe-
rience, habitual nighttime driving and having a short credit 
history, they are faced with higher car insurance premiums.

These clients grew up with technology at their fingertips. They 
spend a lot of time online and insurers may be experiencing 
declining retention because they are not catering to this new 
tech savvy market.

What do they want from insurance?
Despite being criticised for being overly traditional, insurance 
will still always be necessary. It’s important to move with the 
times and meet client needs. That starts with knowing your 
target market, knowing what they want and then providing 
the right features to meet this. Millennials and Gen Z clients 
find 24/7 service just as important as having mobile app 
convenience. As a result, insurers should offer an efficient and 
seamless customer experience. 

Insurance providers using traditional pricing models and rating 
factors may find that their premiums are too high for these 
price-sensitive generations. Some plausible options to appeal 
more to the aware Millennial or Gen Z adult may include:
• Modifying their premiums to reflect their actual risk. One 

could do this, for example, by using telematics to measure 
their driving. 

• Countering habitual nighttime driving by offering alterna-
tives, such as Uber.

• Using the above to reward them.

All of the above would encourage a unique, interactive long 
term relationship with their insurer.

Purchasing behaviours
Insurers should change the way they market. With the rise of 
Netflix and Showmax, TV advertising is no longer relevant. On 

top of this, Millen-
nials and Gen Z engage a 
lot with the internet; they are 
used to finding what they are 
looking for within seconds online.

As a result, insurers should aim for a strong online presence, 
with content that is to the point, informative and quick to 
digest. Peer reviews influence the decisions of Millennials and 
Gen Zs, especially those of influencers. If an influencer tweets, 
for example, about poor insurance cover, they will know to 
avoid that insurer. 

Personalised, digitally enabled offering
By incentivising young adults to drive well, for example, we 
can start overcoming the high occurrence of accidents among 
young adults on South African roads.

We have seen drivers, on one of our benefits, are 24% better 
drivers than drivers who are not on the benefit but who 
are eligible for it. The rewards we paid out to these clients 
between July 2018 and June 2019 amounts to R3.88 million.

This kind of personalised, digitally enabled offering allows 
young drivers to engage with us, and our programme, and it 
means they are receiving real rewards and benefits.

Reference
• https://www.superioraccess.com/generation-z-insurance/
• https://www1.appliedsystems.com/globalassets/

all-documents/Resources/White-Papers-Research/under-
standing-millennial-gen-z-buying-behaviors_en-us.pdf

• https://www.insurancebusinessmag.com/asia/news/
breaking-news/how-can-insurers-appeal-to-millennials-
in-2018-86280.aspx

• https://news.gallup.com/businessjournal/181829/insur-
ance-companies-big-problem-millennials.aspx

• https://www.supaquick.com/blog/why-is-car-insurance-for-
young-drivers-higher

Precious Nduli
Head of Technical Marketing 
and Vitality Drive Engagement
Discovery Insure
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However, it is a skill not often presented with a cost-
to-company contract, and as such, one that must be 
acquired by individuals according to their preference, 
pace and ambition.

Advice on mentorship
Mentorship is one tool needed to navigate this space. When 
done right, it promises great reward.

Here are ten tips, drawn from leaders and mentors across the 
world, to consider when looking for a mentor. This is what the 
likes of Richard Branson, Jeff Goins, Michael Hyatt, Joel Peter-
son, Penelope Trunk and Jason Dorsey advise on mentorship.

1Find someone you want to be like. Look for someone with 
a similar set of strengths and skills you want to emulate. 
It is recommended that they have the title, position, or 

experience you are trying to get. These must be in line with 
your next career goals. Ideally find people you know personally 
or can meet with easily. Where companies have mentorship 
programs, these are the ideal places to begin. 

2Study the person. Focus on integrity; pick someone who 
shares your values; find a ‘teacher’, a listener, an optimist, 
someone with a network. Look for someone who is a 

compassionate leader with a great sense of emotional intel-
ligence. Be realistic with your expectations.

3Ask the right way. Don’t ask via email to be mentored. The 
initial meeting should be informal, over a cup of coffee. Be 
upfront and transparent about what you need from the 

relationship, including the amount of time and attention you 
will need, as well as exactly what type of mentorship you are 
seeking. 

4Evaluate the potential mentor. After meeting, assess if the 
person is ideal. Read the signs and if amenable to mentor-
ing you, seal the deal and let the person know how the 

communication is likely to flow. Sometimes the mentor takes 
the lead, but don’t expect this.

5Follow up after the meeting. You want the person to 
know you are serious. Do follow up immediately after 
the meeting, thanking the person for his or her time. This 

should come naturally and not feel contrived.

Find me 
a mentor...

6Let the relationship evolve organically. There is no need 
to give it a name. It is a process, not an accomplishment. 
Don’t force it. Give it time and let it grow.

7Don’t check out when you feel challenged. That’s the idea. 
The mentor should challenge you. What you do when 
challenged is crucial to your growth and always remember, 

you asked for this. 

8Forge ahead into the relationship. Finding ways to solidify 
the bond you’ve created will only strengthen the relation-
ship. You can take a load off your mentor’s plate by 

mapping out when you should talk and how you’ll be in touch. 

9Ask your mentor for feedback. As your relationship with 
your mentor progresses, this will be the number one way 
to grow. It won’t come naturally, but it will eventually 

become second nature. A good mentor will treat these times 
of feedback with great care and sensitivity.

10Commit to the process. Finally, it takes real time 
and real work. You must commit to the relation-
ship. Mentorship is all about what you put into it as 

the mentee, too. Dedicate sufficient time and energy to be 
mentored right.

Vast array of resources 
Mentorship is not limited to a face-to-face relationship. Those 
who do not have access to this have a vast array of resources 
at their disposal to achieve similar results. 

If you simply expand your definition you will find there are 
mentors everywhere and in most things. Blogs and podcasts; 
books; courses; conferences; masterminds; membership sites 
and coaches are but a few resources worth exploring if the 
traditional route is out of reach at the moment.

Barbara Mathibe 
Learning and Development Manager 
Sasria SOC Ltd

Navigating the modern workspace Navigating the modern workspace 
is a crucial skill for career advancement and a priority is a crucial skill for career advancement and a priority 
for Millennials entering the professional space. for Millennials entering the professional space. 
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From one 

graduate to 

another
Hopefully I am catching you Hopefully I am catching you 

before you graduate, because I want to let you in before you graduate, because I want to let you in 
on a secret - something I am truly passionate about.on a secret - something I am truly passionate about.

Often, tertiary education in South Africa does not 
prepare you for the working world, but there are 
a number of things you can do to improve your 
chances either of securing a job or of progressing 

in the one you have.

Let’s face it, there are tens of thousands of unemployed 
graduates in South Africa. It is sad and frustrating, but it is 
an indication of the state of the economy. Let’s hope that 
changes soon.

The start of it all
I grew up in Springboklaagte, a small village near Dannhauser 
in northern KwaZulu-Natal, so I was surrounded by lots of 
coal mines. That, and my enjoyment of Geography at school, 
led to me studying Geology at the University of the Free 
State (UFS). 

I was doing my honours degree when I finally realised that 
Geology was not for me. Instead I joined an internship 
programme at Hollard. That was a great experience, because 
throughout your internship you are given roles across the 
business. When my internship was done, I was lucky to be 
offered a permanent post as an internal broker consultant. 

That’s where my secret comes in: mentors.

The importance of having a mentor
Hollard provided me with mentors which were Sean Jones 
and Lisa Foster (Lisa was a finalist in the 2017 edition of The 
Insurance Apprentice).

I had learned the importance of having a mentor while 
juggling three different jobs at university: I was a waiter two 
evenings a week; an events coordinator at UFS; and I tutored 
first-year Geology students in practicals once a week.

A mentor can soften what I call “the aftershock” that hits you 
when you start out on your first job. There is a lot to take in. 

That is why it is so important to equip yourself with the soft 
skills you need to excel in the workplace, either by doing 
odd jobs or by volunteering. University does not do that, 
but mentors can. They are able to tell you what you need 
to do and what you need to study to get ahead. Sorry, the 
studying never stops!

Also, those student jobs taught me it is important to put 
yourself out there – that is why I put up my hand for The 
Insurance Apprentice. It’s done so much for me, even 
though it was one of the most challenging experiences of 
my life. I gained a lot of credit, and a platform. My social 
media took off, too!

Grab every opportunity
Today, at Hollard, I am a business analyst, coordinating 
projects, making sure the information technology depart-
ment understands what the business divisions need it to 
do, and preparing strategic briefing packs for our Managing 
Director of Sales and Distribution, Nash Omar.

Apart from making sure you have a mentor, I also have this 
advice: when you are starting out on a new job, say yes to 
everything. No job is too menial. Take filing – someone is 
trusting you with all sorts of confidential documents and 
you have a great opportunity to learn how the business 
works. It is important to grab every chance: you never know 
who is watching you.

Siphamandla Dube
Business Analyst 
Hollard Insure
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We all know the feeling that overpowers your 
body when you hear the words, “The job 
is yours”. A sense of accomplishment and 
excitement all rolled into one was how I felt 

at first. However, these feelings soon turned into fear. 

I was a newbie
It wasn’t the fear of meeting new people or being in an 
unfamiliar environment, but fear of “Musa, what the heck 
did you get yourself into?” There I was – a newbie in the 
Financial Lines Division. I had no idea about short term 
insurance. The only insurance I had was for the decoder I 
owned. At this point you are probably thinking WHAT? 
Well my colleagues had the same thoughts when I was 
mugged months into the job and my stolen cellphone was 
not insured. Yes, I got the shocked stares and the comments 
“How are you in insurance but you don’t have your own 
cellphone insured?” I don’t go through life thinking “what’s 
the worst that could happen?”, but remember I said I was a 
newbie.

You would think my position, Claims Specialist Assistant, 
would be smooth sailing and no pressure right? Well it was, 
until I had to take minutes in our weekly claims meetings. 
Most people have Monday blues but I had Monday anxiety! 
All I thought about was how I’d be required to sit in on 
meetings and listen to all these unknown terms and figure 
out just what it all meant. 

Take a deep breath and soldier on
Come to think of it, my boss probably had a great laugh 
when he read my first few attempts of the minutes. My 
anxiety got worse when I started dreaming about work 
and how I was just not coping. Words like; ex gratia, quota 
share, repudiation, surplus, proviso, treaty and facultative 
reinsurance were just ringing in my head. That is when I 
realised that I either had to leave the insurance industry, or 
take a deep breath and soldier on. 

I am not someone who gives up easily. Some might say that 
I am stubborn. But that’s just who I am. One evening while 
struggling to get the minutes right, a thought struck me - 
STUDY! 

I Googled courses and discovered the Higher Certificate 
in Short Term Insurance. Relief and happiness filled my 
soul! Commercial Lines and Legal Framework were the two 
modules I started with. 

You are probably thinking that this would lead to an informa-
tion overload on my end, but I managed well. So well, that I 
started to anticipate the context of our Monday meetings. My 
minutes reports were returned with fewer errors and add-ons 
each week. That’s when I understood that confidence and 
knowledge go a long way. Also, I learnt that the concept of 
”fake it till you make it”, is absolute nonsense - it didn’t get me 
anywhere.

Renewed confidence and zeal
Fast forward on my journey and I started to approach every 
day with renewed confidence and zeal. Very soon I was 
requested to assist with processing in the underwriting side 
of Financial Lines. Well, this woman does not fear challenges. 
I didn’t have to think twice about the offer and apt at the 
chance. I mean, this was true growth for me. 

So there I was, getting a feel of the underwriting and claims 
side of Financial Lines. Very insightful I must add and I loved 
every minute of it. The experience also helped me realise 
which field of short term insurance I wanted to be in. As an 
Underwriter Assistant, I got to communicate with brokers, 
understand the different policies we had, as well as appreci-
ate the exclusions for each particular cover. In essence, I had 
that ‘light bulb’ moment of how the underwriting and claims 
departments work hand-in-hand.

I have now been exactly two years in the Financial Lines 
division. The description of those two years? Well, “emotional 
rollercoaster” comes to mind. There were times when I 
thought “What on earth did I get myself into?” and times 
when my weekends were filled with insurance books (well, 
still are). But I have absolutely no regrets. I love who I have 
become, I am proud of me and I love what I have planned for 
my future in the short term industry. 

My life motto: When you do what you love, you do it with love! 

Musa Kale
Underwriter Assistant: 
Financial Lines 
SHA Risk Specialists
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Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been played up to 
be this hugely impenetrable field of science that 
operates on some higher level, almost sci fi-like 
in its workings. And we can blame the media or 

the engineers themselves for the hype, but here’s a secret: 
these technologies, in some form or another, are already 
embedded into our daily routines. 

Here’s another secret. Those entering the industry during 
this digital evolution are perfectly placed to ride this carou-
sel all the way to the top. 

Google knows you
AI technology is not necessarily a robot that outsmarts the 
best chess players in the world at their own game, or an 
eerie humanoid clone that can keep conversation with a 
red-blooded human being, it is in the things we wear on our 
wrist, carry in our palm or pocket, and the tools we employ 
in our daily work. 

Your fitness tracking device is keeping tabs on your biology; 
your choice of GPS is tracking your movements whether 
on foot or in a vehicle; and, yes, the online oracle, Google, 
knows and remembers your shopping preferences. 

These software applications improve with each update by 
highlighting trends, and they have become more effective 
in mining your data, providing you the user, and let’s not 
forget the service provider, precise information to help 
predict future outcomes. 

Who better to work these technologies than a generation 
of workers that grew up with these embedded in their lives?
 
So, here’s the question. If AI can do all this through a device 
that fits neatly on your wrist, where does it fit into insur-
ance? 

Opportunities entering the industry 
AI, Big Data and Advanced Analytics have become critical 
components in the insurance industry, enabling insurers 
and brokers to pro-actively manage risk. We can better 
understand multiple variables that influence the market 
and the ability to identify and price the many different risks. 
Using these analytical developments have become standard 
industry practice. 

Insurers have become active players in mitigating risk rather 
than reactive payers of claims. They have become risk 
advisers in their own right. It has opened up opportunities 
for those entering the industry to do things differently from 
their predecessors. 
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                  The AI of my

   dreams, now is the time
to get in on the action

Insurers and brokers now have a clear picture 
of claims cost, over and above the ability to 
measure its true economic cost. It is 
thus no surprise that the best insurers 
and brokers are actively engaged in learning how to 
use this technology or are seeking advice from providers 
who offer these services – this will continue to separate the 
field in future.

So, what’s the endgame? By having a better understanding 
of the variables and the dynamics involved, the insurance 
industry can move to meet an evolving market and adapt 
existing solutions or develop new solutions accordingly. But 
they will need to incorporate a workforce that understands 
the nuances of the market they are speaking to, while 
ensuring that valuable knowledge and experience is passed 
down from above. 

Change lies opportunity 
Brokers should be capitalising on technology to smoothen 
and open information flow vis-à-vis clients and insurers, 
and, in turn, collect the data to add to their analytical 
capabilities. In doing so, they can identify and address 
debilitating high costs and dramatically improve the quality 
of service to clients, along with streamlining engagement 
with insurers. 
 
We haven’t said this enough: brokers don’t have to live in 
fear of being phased out by these technological advances, 
just as scientists or architects or engineers haven’t been 
replaced by simul-programmes and other technologies. 

If you’re young and looking at becoming a broker, don’t be 
put off by the fearmongering. In fact, the broker industry 
is perfectly placed to transform to an information-driven 
business model that understands its clients intimately, and 
is able to identify and adapt to their needs as they happen. 

In change lies opportunity. The industry is ripe with it. The 
status quo has certainly been shaken, but never has there 
been a more exciting time to get into insurance. 

Eugene Wessels 
MD
Genasys Technologies
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What he tried to imply was that you need to be 
honest with your ways, relations and always do 
the right thing. How does this affect your career 
you ask? Well in the fast pace world of insur-

ance it is important to always stay true to who you are. 

Self-discovery and reflection
Career development is a continuous journey that involves 
personal growth and a lot of self-discovery. To grow and be the 
best version of yourself, it is important to be able to answer 
the following: what is your passion, strengths, weaknesses, 
how do you deal with your emotions and what is your daily 
motivator.

We all need help to get to the answers and I have found that 
personality tests narrow the answers down quite effectively. 
A few tests that I have completed and found helpful in the 
past are the Myers-Briggs Type indicator, Enneagram and Disc 
Assessment. 

Upon completion of these I was able to identify my personality 
type, and in-turn focus on the areas that required reflection 
and change from me. 

The art of being self-aware is a gift, as it is a nonstop process 
of being conscious of your own character and feelings. Having 
a bird’s eye view of my life has helped me understand that 
emotional reactions are not the fault of others but what I was 
feeling in that moment, which also means that someone else’s 
reaction in a situation is not always my fault. Identify what 
your triggers are, as these may be a situation or a condition 
that makes you emotional and prompts you to certain actions. 

Another way to work on self-development is to firstly recognize 
your own weaknesses for yourself, and secondly, acknowledge 
them with the person that you are dealing with. 

Reinforcing who you are
During the past year, I have had numerous people tell me the 
importance of building my brand. 

Personal branding is a way of establishing and reinforcing who 
you are, and basically what you stand for in your career and 
personal life. 

It is important to know what your values and career influences 
are, build on your skill set and never be afraid to step out of 
your comfort zone. Find your sweet spot and develop your 
own path. 

The next level of your career
Here are ten easy steps that have helped me, and will help 
you, advance to the next level of your career; 

1. Find a mentor; 
2. Keep a journal; 
3. Proactive meditation and mindfulness habits; 
4. Perform daily self-reflection;
5. Keep track of your progress; 
6. Create a positive and successful mindset; 
7. Remove self-limiting beliefs; 
8. Listen without judgement; 
9. Be forward thinking and learn continuously; and 
10. Persevere and love every minute of it. 

We can all define who we are and how people perceive us. 
The goal is to not live by the stereotypes and expectations that 
ultimately hold us back. In the end all you must remember is 
to be true to yourself and the world will respond.

Sumaya Mongaile
Wealth Insurance Broker 
FNB Insurance Brokers

William Shakespeare said, “To thine William Shakespeare said, “To thine 
own self be true”,’ and as with all his work, this own self be true”,’ and as with all his work, this 

statement could have many different interpretations. statement could have many different interpretations. 
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There’s been much ado about Millennials for at least 
two decades. Why has Generation Y dominated 
discourse for so long? Because it will comprise 35% of 
the global workforce by 2020 – that’s more than any 

other generation. 

The oldest Millennials are nudging 38 and stepping into top 
podium positions. And their outlook is different. Industries like 
insurance must evolve to capture and retain high-performing 
Y talent. 

Potential for Millennials to thrive
Nabeelah Maharaj, a finalist on The Insurance Apprentice 2020 
and Team Manager: Commercial Processing Department at 
Santam - a millennial herself – believes the insurance industry 
poses plenty of potential for Millennials to thrive. 

“This industry has given me the opportunity to upskill myself 
in multiple facets. Millennials tend to be very intentional about 
wanting to leave a legacy. We want to make an impact, from a 
social and environmental perspective. The insurance industry 
is the perfect platform to achieve this,” said Maharaj.

For Maharaj, like many Millennials, there’s a deep drive to solve 
real challenges, “Think of insurance organisations partnering 
with local municipalities to mitigate the risks of fire and floods. 
Finding solutions is what keeps me in this industry.” 

Attract and retain Millennials
Kabelo Paile, 2017 winner of The Insurance Apprentice 
and Relationship Manager at Santam - also a proud Millen-
nial – adds that Millennials are also motivated by the drive 
to achieve a certain level of lifestyle plus accelerated career 
progression. 

“Millennials expect faster career progression linked not neces-
sarily to loyalty and being in a business for a long time, but 
rather as a result of hard work and achievement,” she said.

These are some of the factors the insurance industry will need 
to be cognisant of, to attract and retain Millennials. 

What else makes millennials unique in the workplace? Here 
are some other considerations from Maharaj and Paile:
• Millennials understand the pre- and post-technological era;
• They will soon be the largest group of employees as well 

as consumers;
• They prefer digital interaction and unbundled services – 

which speaks to their desire for choice;
• They’re not afraid to ‘Ask Google’ – in that, this is often 

their preferred modus operandi;
• They’re social – social media is intuitive to Gen Y;
• They value honesty and transparency;
• They expect frequent feedback and appreciate affirmation;

• They want to learn, continu-
ously;

• If they aren’t feeling fulfilled, 
they’ll move on; and

• They seek flexibility and 
balance.

An open mind toward Millennials
Paile said that it’s imperative the insurance industry under-
stands Millennials’ desire for freedom of choice and flexibility 
in the world of work. “There’s a sweeping global movement 
which allows for flexibility, unlimited leave days and better 
self-management. I believe that companies that facilitate this 
will have a better chance of attracting Millennials.” 

Maharaj added that succession planning as well as the transfer 
of knowledge in the industry is lacking. “Studies show that 
half the industry’s employees are older than 45, with just 
27% under 35. With the boomers set to retire, there’s a lot of 
knowledge and experience that has yet to be transferred. This 
gap must be addressed. Expertise in insurance grows from 
experience, not as much from theory.” 

She said that there must be more of an open mind toward 
Millennials. “Often, the existing workforce seems to hold onto 
their positions which leaves little room for growth. Organisa-
tions must be proactive in succession planning and upskilling 
Millennials, as Gen Y wants to see that the company it works 
for is invested in employee development.” 

Millennials want to work somewhere where they feel they 
belong. They want to feel like they belong in an organisation 
that understands them. They want to feel valued and part 
of a team. Flexibility and balance are key, as are professional 
development opportunities. As a company, you not only need 
to promote this, but also follow through.

Nabeelah Maharaj
Team Manager: 
Commercial Processing Department 
Santam

Kabelo Paile
Relationship Manager 
Santam
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Many people associate insurance and the insurance 
industry only with funeral plans and life insur-
ance. Some consider insurance as a hard sales 
job or think of call centres. 

However, there is so much more to working in the insurance 
industry.

So many areas we work in
I love working in this industry because there are so many 
different areas we work in, that you can almost spend a whole 
lifetime working and never touch sides with all the possibilities 
the industry has to offer.

Yes, there is the life insurance and funeral side, which seems 
sad and dull. However, I work in the non-life or short term 
insurance area. Most people will identify short term insurance 
as car and house insurance, which many are familiar with, but 
there is so much more!

The broad categories
As the CEO of a multinational broker put it, everything you can 
see and touch can be insured. The new emerging risks take this 
beyond the realm of sight.

The work we do deals with every economic sector of the fiscus 
and is so broad that the legislators have classified the various 
technical insurance areas in the legislation. These are the 
categories:
• Accident and Health insurance covers a cash payment 

to a person for medical expenses (without diagnosis) for 
injuries to persons of the public or staff;

• Construction and Engineering insurance covers any type of 
construction risk and the equipment they use to construct 
buildings, mix cement and other substances, and carry 
heavy objects;

• Guarantees which provides financial surety for construc-
tion and professional services;

• Liability insurances which cover legal risks for which 
individuals and businesses can be sued, including defective 
workmanship, defective product, cyber risks, malpractice, 
injury caused to people or damage caused to property and 
many other liability risks;

• Motor insurance which includes fleets of vehicles, truck-
ing, motor traders such as panel beaters, mechanics and 
workshops;

• Property insurance for any property including housing, 
complexes, shopping centres, hospitals, schools, hotels, 
game lodges, manufacturing properties, monuments 
and historical buildings just to name a few;

• Transportation insurances which includes:
o marine insurance for boats of all shapes and sizes 

and the cargo they carry across the world;
o aviation insurance for helicopters, planes, drones, 

and all the mechanical people who fix and maintain 
aircraft; and

o goods in transit for imports, exports and goods 
transported on land across continents;

• Miscellaneous, this category has become so wide that 
the laws were recently amended to add additional 
categories, but can include kidnap and ransom cover, 
cellphone insurance, pet insurance, travel insurance and 
so much more; and 

• Re-insurance which is an insurance that helps insurers, 
gain more financial capacity for risk exposures they 
insure.

In a nutshell what our industry is all about is looking at any 
situation and identifying the risks that a person, business or 
property owner may be liable for, or where they will suffer a 
financial loss, and then we look at how those losses can be 
prevented.

Preventing losses is key to both our clients and our industry, 
so we spend a fair amount of time on considering how risks 
can be managed or avoided, mostly through risk manage-
ment processes. 

Risk management also looks at emergency procedures and 
services, as well as fire and theft prevention. This is why 
we work closely with companies like the Fire Protection 
Association, Insurance Crime Bureau and other specialists in 
risk prevention partnerships and research. Our strength is in 
the partnerships we build with specialists and our clients.
Where risks cannot be avoided, we look at how we can 
finance risk, so that when the inevitable loss happens, the 

You think 

insurance 

is boring, 

think again!
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person, business or property owner can quickly recover 
and continue trading.

The much bigger picture
It is imperative to understand that an insurance policy 
is only one small aspect of the much bigger picture of 
working with our clients to manage and mitigate risk, and 
therefore as an industry, we focus broader on working with 
our clients than only providing an insurance policy.

Managing risks requires an in depth understanding of 
what our clients do in business, how they conduct their 
processes, what industry and legal risks they are exposed 
to and how we can work with them to provide solutions 
that mitigate risk.  There are so many different businesses 
in the economy, that to have an in-depth understanding 
of all these risks can be very vast, which is why we are 
required to work smart and partner with specialists in 
various areas to understand and assist our clients.

We therefore consult with, employ and seek partner-
ships with occupations, qualifications and specialists of 
all sectors to provide our clients with the best solutions 
possible.

Charmaine Koch 
Managing Director
AC Develop 
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My insurance journey started on 1 March 2014, 
when I was accepted onto the Santam Learner-
ship program. In my opinion, this was the perfect 
introduction into the industry, with no previous 

knowledge or experience. 

Open to learning and opportunities
Networking is the foundation of every successful career path, 
irrespective of the industry. Building and maintaining your 
personal brand is equally important with every conversation 
and each interaction, be it with a client, broker or a colleague. 

The approach I used, and continue to use, is to constantly 
remain open to learning and being open to any opportunities 
which present themselves along my journey. My hand remains 
in the air when opportunities arise, which is why I chose to 
enter The Insurance Apprentice for two consecutive years and 
have successfully entered into various programs and courses. 

Each person I meet, is what I use to continuously build my 
network base. You will be amazed at how tiny the insurance 
industry is. People know each other from all different walks of 
their insurance lives, and it is beautiful to interact with these 
individuals who have a wealth of knowledge and experience. 

I pay careful attention when interacting with older folks in the 
industry, which gives me perspective on how things used to be 
done and how the industry has transformed. Using the young 
and more seasoned combination is what has really boosted 
the development of the insurance sector as a whole.

The insurance sector amongst Millennials
When I started in 2014, I was at least 20 years younger than 
the average aged person working in the industry. If I look back 
today, the average age has come down significantly, due to the 
promotion of the insurance sector amongst the Millennials. 

Insurance is not just a job. It is a career which can lead to great 
success and fulfilment if you find your place in the industry. 

Networking plays a huge role in how quickly you will find that 
place in the industry. A simple conversation, like or comment 
on a LinkedIn post could lead to your next move. Networking 
has become so easy these days with social media, yet so many 
people do not realise the importance thereof.

I have found what I was looking for
Through networking, and putting myself out there, I was able 
to experience various departments within the industry. This 
has taught me exactly what it is that I do not want to do. As a 
young person in a big industry, not knowing which direction 
to go can be overwhelming. However, through experiencing 
different departments I can gladly say I have found what I did 
not know I was looking for.

My current role has taught, and is continuing to teach me, 
more and more about myself. I am a people’s person who 
enjoys building relationships, selling and am passionate about 
customer service. I know the importance customer service 
brings to any business. There are many companies all selling 
the same products or services, however, the one thing which 
sets them apart from each other is excellent customer service.

Matthew Carter
Portfolio Manager
Elite Risk Acceptances

nsurance joe journey started on 1 March 2014, y insu Insurance is not just a job. It 
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My name is Matthew My name is Matthew 
Carter, I am 27 years Carter, I am 27 years 
old. I have been old. I have been 
working in the insur-working in the insur-
ance industry since the ance industry since the 
age of 21 years old.age of 21 years old.
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Don’t throw in the 

proverbial
 towel and 

call it quits

“Failure is simply the “Failure is simply the 
opportunity to begin again, this time opportunity to begin again, this time 
more intelligently.”  - Henry Fordmore intelligently.”  - Henry Ford

prompted me to change my major to business economics with 
a focus on marketing and directed my career path to Head of 
Marketing.

Later, when I was entangled in a merger with many communi-
cation failures, I decided to take on the role as communication 
specialist. After a few months I felt like this was not what I 
had envisioned and decided to move on. I was presented the 
opportunity to move into insurance. This was daunting as I 
knew nothing about insurance, but I took on the challenge 
which shaped my career in both long- and short-term insur-
ance across various disciplines. What a journey it has been.

When someone told me that I need to listen more and talk 
less, my introspection guided me to complete an International 
Diploma in Consciousness Coaching. This was by far the best 
investment in myself and helped me to realise that by remain-
ing in a company for too many years, I had limited my growth. 
Ultimately, it led to the decision to move to Tracker.

If you find yourself at a crossroads or having failed at 
something, as I have on many occasions, pause, reflect and 
remember it’s okay. Failure takes you out of your comfort 
zone, forces you to see yourself differently and to find growth 
opportunities.

Shanaz Bangie
Head: Insurance Sales 
Tracker

It is human nature to view failure negatively. We feel 
deflated and overwhelmed when we encounter it. But what 
we do not realise is that failure provides a platform for 
learning and the opportunity for growth. Failure can take 

you one step closer to success.

Some of the most successful people in the world have endured 
significant failures in life, yet they didn’t throw in the prover-
bial towel and call it quits. It takes perseverance to succeed. 
If one were to peek into how many times successful people 
have failed before achieving phenomenal milestones, it would 
probably inspire many to embrace failure.

Those who never gave up
Take Thomas Edison, for instance. This famous American failed 
over 10,000 times before inventing a commercially viable 
electric light bulb. When asked by a newspaper reporter if he 
felt like a failure and if he should give up, Edison simply stated, 
“Why would I feel like a failure? And why would I ever give 
up? I now know over 9 000 ways an electric light bulb will not 
work. Success is almost in my grasp.”

Colonel Sanders, the Founder of Kentucky Fried Chicken (KFC), 
set out the age of 62 with a $105 social security cheque in 
hand to pitch his chicken recipe to restaurants. 1 009 folks told 
him he was crazy, but he didn’t give up. Walt Disney was fired 
from his job at the Kansas City Star newspaper by his editor 
because he “lacked imagination and had no good ideas.” He 
went on to create Mickey Mouse and a slew of other charac-
ters that will influence generations to come.

Any one of these people could have accepted failure as defeat, 
but they persevered and went on to make a significant impact 
on the world. In much the same way, every failure that I have 
encountered has been a teachable experience and has guided 
my path.

A challenge which shaped my career
Looking back, when I was studying auditing as a subject, I 
could not wrap my mind around the module and failed it. This 
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Most people, if not all people, want to achieve 
more in life. There is a misconception about 
self-growth as many think that this can be 
achieved by setting short term goals. 

Self-growth is a lifelong evolving journey that requires hard 
work and determination, often taking us out of our comfort 
zones. 

A constant urge to grow
In the industry we work in, it is crucial that we have a 
constant urge to grow and develop ourselves so that we can 
remain relevant. We need to know where we are moving, in 
order to improve the skills and knowledge. 

Personal growth allows us to improve habits, behaviors, 
actions and reactions. This requires an open mind and a 
desire to learn and grow. 

I specifically enjoy growing myself in the insurance industry 
because it leads me to creative thinking. There is no one 
size fits all approach in the insurance industry and that is 
what intrigues me. 

By putting yourself out there, you are embracing vulnerabil-
ity, and this opens up to endless growth opportunities and 
also allows you to overcome personal fears. The biggest risk 
you face is taking no risk at all. 

Your uniqueness and willingness
Your growth is your own responsibility… how you grow is all 

determined by what you put in. There are many platforms 
available for us to enhance our personal growth. Network-
ing has worked best for me. By networking I was/am able 
to express myself freely, and to show my passion for the 
industry. It is a fun interactive way to grow and meet people 
of difference calibers. 

Your biggest threat to growth is complacency. If one is 
comfortable with where they are, there will never be any 
room for growth or new ideas. We live in an era where 
change is constant, so we need to learn to embrace it and 
use it as an opportunity to evolve and challenge ourselves. 
If you want to stand out, you must show your uniqueness 
and your willingness to learn and be the difference maker. 

Priya Manillal
Claims Consultant 
Standard Insurance Limited
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At the start of their career, the wise set out a road 
map. They fill it with landmarks, places to pause and 
enjoy the scenery, and stretches where they must 
push to get to the next destination. 

A well-formed career is always a journey, an adventure filled 
with achievements, victories, and next moves.

Enhancing your professional career  
From the very beginning, you want to set yourself apart. There 
is no career without professional development. To do this, you 
must associate yourself with a reputable industry professional 
body.

This move also sets you up to be in rooms filled with like-
minded people, to network, to bounce ideas, and at times, to 
even spot your next opportunity, or better yet to be spotted by 
your next opportunity.

Added to this, an industry professional body curates profes-
sional development activities targeted at member develop-
ment in areas that some of your peers may not have knowl-
edge in, further setting you apart. 

In a sector like insurance, it is important for you to pursue 
insurance specific qualifications. On completion of these 
qualifications, you will then be able to climb up the member-
ship ranks and be awarded designations according to set 
criteria. This will show both academic and experiential 
learning progression, both of which are of significant value 
in enhancing your professional career. Professional designa-
tions are seen by employers as marks of quality and trust, they 
know that employees holding designations have the skills and 
experience to practice competently and ethically in the insur-
ance field. 

Inroads into your career
You also want to have someone in your corner that has walked 
this road before, a mentor, a sage of sorts who can help you 
make inroads into your career. This is someone who can 
school you on professional and industry etiquette and who 

can see where you cannot, pointing you in the right direction 
and carrying you with as they tread further into unchartered 
territories. This, of course, will be something that you will also 
be called to do one day. Industry professional bodies are filled 
with great mentors and eager mentees; in fact, they encourage 
this relationship to the betterment of the industry.

You might also consider getting a coach, someone who will 
draw out your potential, and help you step into your strengths. 
The combination of a mentor and a coach is like having a map 
and a vehicle on your journey. It gives you direction and gives 
you the means to get to where you are headed. You remain in 
the driver’s seat however, and you have the choice on when 
the vehicle moves, when it stops and which routes it takes. 

The details of your map
On your journey, whether it is smooth sailing or a rocky 
adventure, it soon becomes clear that you cannot get very far 
on your own. Interpersonal skills and relationship building are 
among the muscles one has to constantly train in order to get 
to their next destination. 

Building these soft-skills while continuing to learn, set goals, 
plan and progress. Taking the time at the beginning of your 
career to figure out what you want it to look like at the end, 
will allow you to begin drawing out the details of your map, 
including the anticipated milestones, hills and valleys. When 
your map is done, keep a copy of it close at hand as a refer-
ence to keep you on track. Action your plans and success will 
be your destination. 

Bon voyage!

Thokozile Mahlangu
Chief Executive Officer 
Insurance Institute of South Africa (IISA)
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LIMITS EXIST ONLY
IN THE MIND....

IF YOU CAN DREAM IT,
YOU CAN DO IT

SO WHY WAIT...
APPLY NOW!

- ONLY U35’S

- ONLY IF YOU HAVE FOUR OF MORE 
SHORT TERM INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE

WWW.THEINSURANCEAPPRENTICE.CO.ZA/APPLY

Closing date 31 l 08 l 2020

What is The Insurance Apprentice all about?
Visit www.TheInsuranceApprentice.co.za 

Regional elimination rounds
• Joburg
• Durban
• Cape Town

Winner takes all
The winner stands a chance to win a trip of a lifetime, cash, a bursary and so much more! 

You can enter if
• You are younger than 35
• Have been in the short term insurance industry (any part of it) for more than four years

Apply now!
Visit http://theinsuranceapprentice.co.za/apply/, fill out your application form and submit it. 
Please make sure you read about the process before you enter and remember to send us your application before 31 
August 2020.
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last category above, are designed specifically to correspond to 
parts of the curriculum of the Actuarial Society of South Africa.

The Bachelor of Commerce (BCom) degree is a three-year 
degree consisting of courses in (roughly) the following catego-
ries: Core courses in Bachelor of Commerce; Ancillary and 
related courses; Courses specifically geared towards a special 
field. For the special field of Actuarial Science, the courses in 
the last category above, are designed specifically to corre-
spond to parts of the curriculum of the Actuarial Society of 
South Africa.

The curriculum for the first two years of study for both streams 
above are similar. In the third year of study, students are 
required to choose one of the above.

Contact details
Tel: 021 650 2475
Website: http://www.commerce.uct.ac.za/
Managementstudies/actuarialscience/

University of University of 
Johannesburg Johannesburg 
Diploma in Financial Services Operations - NQF Level 6
The purpose of the Diploma in Financial Services Operations 
is to develop the student’s knowledge in the area of financial 
services and its operations. Students will gain a global and 
South African financial market perspective and an in-depth 
understanding of the environment which will provide them 
with a competitive advantage for employment.

Bachelor of Commerce Finance - NQF Level 7
Access to four Honours Degrees, Post Graduate Diploma, 
Advanced Diploma
The objective of this qualification is to provide students with 
applied competencies in the mastering analysis, interpretation 
and application of financial management, investment manage-
ment, financial planning and accounting principles. This degree 
will give successful students access to four honours degrees 
that include financial planning, investment management, 
quantitative finance and property and valuation management 
honours.

Contact
UJ call centre: 011 559-3351
Website: www.uj.ac.za/fininvestman 

Your career choice has to be one of the most important 
decisions you will ever make, right? So, you have just 
finished high school. What is the next step you have to 
take if you want to have a career in insurance?

Where, how & what
This industry is exciting and offers limitless career potential 
across a very wide spectrum and many of these very varied 
career paths offer the potential for personal growth and big 
earnings.

You want to get into the insurance industry but do not know 
where to start after high school? Here is a list of some institu-
tions that offer various courses.

Unisa Unisa 
The Course in the Fundamentals of Insurance (Online)
Offered through the Unisa Centre for Business Management 
and focusses on students who want to increase their basic 
knowledge in insurance. Learn how individuals and business 
firms alike have to attempt to manage the hazards and perils 
they face, and how to transfer the financial consequences of 
risk by means of insurance. Aimed at those starting a career 
in insurance or who need to deal with insurance matters in 
an allied industry, such as call centres, banks, travel agencies, 
motor car dealers, tracking device suppliers, assessors, loss 
adjusters and retailers involved in the marketing of insurance. 
Online only course with a six-month duration (Qualification 
code: 76902). Module codes: FINS011 – Introduction to Risk 
Management and Insurance and FINS012 – Risk and Insurance. 

Contact details:
Suné Maré
Email: mares@unisa.ac.za
Tel: 012 429 8222 
Website: www.unisa.ac.za

University of Cape TownUniversity of Cape Town
The Bachelor of Business Science (BBusSc) degree is a four-
year degree consisting of courses in (roughly) the following 
categories: Core courses in Business Science; Ancillary and 
related courses; and courses specifically geared towards a 
special field.

For the special field of Actuarial Science, the courses in the 
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InsetaInseta

Coastal College
http://www.coastalkzn.co.za/

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

EastCape Midlands
http://www.emcol.co.za/

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

Ekurhuleni East TVET College
http://www.eec.edu.za/

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

False Bay College
http://www.falsebaycollege.co.za/

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

Gert Sibande TVET College
http://www.gscollege.co.za/

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

Goldfields TVET College
http://goldfieldstvet.co.za/

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

Ingwe TVET College
http://www.ingwecollege.co.za/

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

Letaba TVET College
http://www.letabafet.co.za/

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

Lovedale Public TVET College
http://www.lovedalecollege.co.za/

NVC Finance, Economics and Accounting; National Diploma Financial Manage-
ment

Majuba TVET College
http://www.majuba.edu.za/

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

Maluti TVET College
http://malutitvet.co.za/

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

Mnambithi TVET College
http://www.mnambithicollege.co.za/

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

Motheo TVET College
http://www.motheofet.co.za

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

Nkangala TVET College
http://www.ntc.edu.za/

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

Northern Cape Urban TVET College
http://ncutvet.edu.za/

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

Northlink College
http://www.northlink.co.za/

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

Port Elizabeth TVET College
http://www.pecollege.edu.za/

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

Sekhukhune TVET College
http://www.sekfetcol.org/

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

South West Gauteng TVET College
http://www.swgc.co.za/

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

Thekwini TVET College
http://www.thekwinicollege.co.za/

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

Umfolozi TVET College
http://www.umfolozicollege.co.za/

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

Vuselela TVET College
http://www.vuselelacollege.co.za/

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

West Coast TVET College
http://westcoastcollege.co.za/

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

Western TVET College
http://www.westcol.co.za/

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

Buffalo City TVET College
http://www.bccollege.co.za

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

College of Cape Town TVET College
http://www.cct.edu.za

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

Elangeni TVET College
www.elangeni.edu.za

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

Mthashana TVET College
http://www.mthashanacollege.co.za

N6 Business Management, N6 Financial Management, N6 Sales and Marketing, 
N6 Human Resource Management, N6 Management Assistant

Public TVET Colleges partnered with INSETA for placement of learners in workplaces for them to comply with the workplace 
requirements of Nated Courses.
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Education and Training Quality Education and Training Quality 
Assurance (ETQA) Assurance (ETQA) 
Further Education and Training Certificate: Long Term Insur-
ance - Level 4
The purpose of the qualification is to build knowledge and skill 
srequired by employees in Long Term Insurance who have had 
schooling at or below NQF level 4. It provides a framework for 
learners to develop competencies that will give them insight 
into the Long Term Insurance sub sector.

Further Education and Training Certificate: Long Term Risk 
Assessment - Level 4
The purpose of the qualification is to build knowledge and 
skills required by employees in Long term insurance who have 
had schooling at or below NQF level 4. It provides a frame-
work for learners to develop competencies that will give them 
insight into the Long Term Insurance sub sector, which includes 
life, reinsurance, Healthcare Benefits Administration and 
pension/retirement benefits. 
 
Further Education and Training Certificate: Medical Claims 
Assessing – Level 4
The purpose of the qualification is to build specialised knowl-
edge and skills required by employees of Medical Schemes 
who have had schooling at or below NQF level 4 and those 
who have a professional medical qualification but lack indus-
try and administrative experience. It is flexible enough to 
accommodate both learners in formal education and learners 
already employed in the Healthcare Benefits Administration 
sub-sector. The qualification at this level is the start of a career 
path in Medical Claims Assessing.
 
National Certificate: Financial Services - Level 3
The purpose of the qualification is to build the knowledge and 
skills required by multi-skilled employees in administrative and 
sales positions in the industry and learners in learnerships as 
part of the implementation of the Financial Services Charter. It 
will open career opportunities for learners in more specialised 
positions in the different sub sectors at Level 4. 
 
National Certificate: Financial Services – Level 2
The purpose of the qualification is to build the knowledge and 
skills required by entry-level employees in the industry and 
learners in learnerships as part of the implementation of the 
Financial Services Charter. 
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curriculum. As a qualification that covers Short Term Insur-
ance related learning, it provides a framework for learners 
to develop competencies that will give them insight into the 
Short Term Insurance sub-sector.

Further Education and Training Certificate: Wealth Manage-
ment - Level 4
The FETC: Wealth Management is a generic qualification in the 
management and creation of wealth that builds the intro-
ductory knowledge, skills attitudes and values required for 
learners to operate ethically and responsibly as Intermediaries 
and Administrators, and to respond to the challenges of the 
economic environment and the changing nature of the highly 
regulated Financial Services Industry. It is designed to meet 
the needs of learners in a variety of positions including Trust-
ees and Principal Officers of retirement funds and medical 
schemes and Trainee Financial Planners. 

National Certificate: Wealth Management – Level 5
The purpose of the National Certificate: Wealth Manage-
ment Level 5 is to build the knowledge and skills required by 
employees in Wealth Management who have achieved a quali-
fication equivalent to NQF Level 4, preferably in a Financial 
Services related field, and are ready to study at Level 5. 
 
Contact
Tel: 011 381 8900
Website: https://www.inseta.org.za/

The Graduate Institute of Finan-The Graduate Institute of Finan-
cial Sciences (GIFS) cial Sciences (GIFS) 
Leading in the 4th industrial revolution NQF level 5 and 6.
The arrival of the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) with 
forecasts of a stratospheric rise in technology and digitisa-
tion, is rapidly transforming the nature and function of global 
business. Our new leadership programme is an exclusive, fast-
paced, time-driven programme that combines sound generic 
management principles with powerful leadership-building 
skills to empower future leaders with tools, techniques and 
insights to successfully navigate the minefield of challenges 
posed by 4IR. 

National Certificate: Financial Services Management – Level 4
The purpose of the qualification is to build the knowledge and 
skills required by employees in management who have either 
had schooling at or below NQF level 4, including learners who 
have gaps in communication in the language of business and/
or mathematical literacy that could inhibit progress in a career 
path in management in financial services. It is also intended 
for learners in management who are not yet ready to learn at 
NQF Level 5. 

National Certificate: Short Term Insurance – Level 5
The purpose of the National Certificate is to build the knowl-
edge and skills required by senior employees in Short Term 
Insurance who have achieved the qualification requirements 
for the Fit and Proper Determination for Short Term Insurance 
and are ready to study at Level 5. The certificate is a special-
ist qualification that requires the application of technical 
knowledge of Risk Management and Short Term insurance 
to complex Corporate and/or Commercial risks. Learners at 
this level are required to analyse, interpret, think out of the 
box and adapt to change within the highly competitive and 
regulated insurance market. 

National Diploma: Financial Services: Long Term Risk Assess-
ment - Level 5
As a qualification in Long Term Risk Assessment, this diploma 
provides a framework for learners to develop competencies 
related to the assessment of Risk in the Long Term Insurance 
Sector in general. 

Further Education and Training Certificate: Retail Insurance – 
Level 4
The qualification covers Long Term and Short-Term insurance 
related learning. It introduces a fundamental understanding 
of the key terms, rules, concepts and principles of insurance 
that will enable learners to be informed workers in the Retail 
Insurance industry. 

Further Education and Training Certificate: Short Term Insur-
ance – Level 4
The purpose of the qualification is to build knowledge and skill 
required by employees in Short Term Insurance who have had 
schooling at or below NQF level 4. It is an entry qualification 
into Short Term Insurance as learners will not have acquired 
the necessary knowledge and skills as part of the school 
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making it easier to improve and earn rewards for driving well.

visit www.discovery.co.za or call us on 0860 751 751.

FETC: Short-Term Insurance – NQF Level 4
This course provides a framework for individuals to develop 
competencies that will give them insight into the Short Term 
Insurance sub-sector. Participants are typically Financial 
Advisers who have been working in the capacity as reps for 
independent brokers or financial institutions. Occupational 
group: Short Term Intermediaries who advise on Short Term 
Insurance products, Internal Broker Consultants, Call Centre 
Operators, Personal Accident Administrators, Personal Lines 
Administrators, Commercial Lines Administrators, Claims, 
Negotiators, Technicians or Assessors, Client Service Provid-
ers, Service Agents, Underwriting Agents, Product Develop-
ers, Motor Assessors, Reinsurers, Underwriters, Personal 
Assistants, Secretaries, Service Centre Staff,  and IT Systems 
Designers.
 
National Certificate: Wealth Management – NQF LEVEL 5
This qualification provides a framework for learners to develop 
competencies related to the Long Term Insurance sub-sector, 
which includes Life Benefits, Retirement Funds and Medical 
Scheme Administration, as well as the Collective Investment 
sub-sector, Wealth Creation and Wealth Management. It 
provides a balanced learning experience and equips learners 
with skills to apply in the workplace. This qualification speaks 
to the generic competencies required in the Financial Services 
Sector at Level 5 and allows for specialisation to meet the 
needs of different work roles. Learners acquire knowledge, 
skills, attitudes and values required to operate ethically and 
responsibly in the highly regulated Financial Services environ-
ment, and to respond to the challenges posed by the changing 
nature of the industry. Occupational group: Broker Consul-
tants, Administrators in Financial Services organisations, and 
Trainee Financial Planners.

FETC: Generic Management NQF Level 4 NLRD ID: 57712
This qualification is intended for junior managers or aspiring 
managers of business units in small, medium and large organ-
isations. Occupational group: The programme is designed 
for junior managers and includes (but is not limited to) team 
leaders, supervisors, foremen and section heads in these 
organisations or communities. It is also aimed at developing 
the required competencies for individuals aspiring to junior 
management positions. Unemployed persons wishing to enter 
the Financial Services industry will also find the programme 
beneficial.

Contact details:
Email: info@gifs.africa 
Tel: 086 111 4298/ 010 4426 945 
Website: www.gifs.co.za

Milpark Education Milpark Education 
BCom with Major in Short-term Insurance - NQF 7
The purpose of the Bachelor of Commerce (BCom) degree is to 
provide a broad but solid educational foundation to students 
in the field of commerce from a short-term perspective. 
The programme covers various key discipline areas such as 
business management, accounting and economics. Students 
who complete the degree will gain knowledge on a wide range 
of products available in the short term insurance industry. 
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them to cope with the actuarial and financial problems of the 
future. This programme prepares students for professional 
careers as actuaries or financial engineers. 

Contact Details
Email: actuarial@up.ac.za
Tel: (012) 420 3488
Website: www.up.ac.za/actuarial
 

North West University – North West University – 
BCom Economics and Risk Management 
The 3 year BCom Economics and Risk Management qualifica-
tion offers you the opportunity to specialise in Risk Manage-
ment, with a foundation in Economics. The qualification offers 
specialist knowledge together with an approach of applica-
bility. Hard skills include the building and analysis of invest-
ment portfolios, buying and selling decisions for options and 
derivative instruments, and the estimation of econometric 
models. Career opportunities: Bank management; Financial 
risk management; Corporative and city treasurer; Funds- and 
asset management; SAFEX trade; Money-, capital- and stock 
market and Economic advice.

Contact
Mafikeng
estie.emtoch@nwu.ac.za

Potchefstroom
jana.jacobs@nwu.ac.za

Vaal Triangle
jenny.vanderwalt@nwu.ac.za
Website: http://commerce.nwu.ac.za

Intec College –Intec College –

Risk Management Short Course Certificate 
Risk Management is an approach that management can adopt 
for managing an organisation more effectively. The INTEC Risk 
Management Short Course Certificate is part of the INTEC 
Career Booster Series. The INTEC Risk Management Short 
Course Certificate is an INTEC short course. You should be able 
to complete this course within 18 months. This course covers 
the following topics: • Fundamentals of Risk Management • 
Risk Management Process • Risk Identification • Risk Evalua-
tion and Assessment • Risk Control Techniques • Risk Control 
Programmes • Risk Financing.

Contact
Tel: 0861 173 173
Email: info@intec.edu.za
Website: https://goo.gl/Ahts7o

Advanced Certificate in Short Term Insurance - NQF 6
The Advanced Certificate in Short Term Insurance programme 
is aimed at insurance staff working across all sectors of the 
industry and is a logical progression from the Higher Certificate 
in Short Term Insurance. The programme provides an in-depth 
understanding of insurance practices in terms of technical 
subject matter and application skills. 

Higher Certificate in Short Term Insurance - NQF 5
The primary purpose of the Higher Certificate in Short Term 
Insurance is to equip students with the knowledge and skills 
required by short term insurance specialists operating within 
the South African insurance environment. Students will be 
competent and able to provide short term insurance advice 
across the fields of personal and commercial insurance with 
some specialist electives to choose from. 

Contact:
Email: studentservices@milpark.ac.za
Website: www.milpark.ac.za
Student services: 086 999 0001

University of Pretoria University of Pretoria 
BSc (Actuarial and Financial Mathematics)
This three year degree is offered by the Department of Actuar-
ial Science at the University of Pretoria. Students enrolled 
for BSc (Actuarial and Financial Mathematics) will be able to 
tailor their coursework in either an actuarial or a financial 
engineering option. The programme provides students with a 
broad education that will serve them beyond what is usually 
expected of a graduate in these fields and that will enable 
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